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6.0 SAFETY NOTICE

Ultrasonic testing involve.eelectrical equipment. Standafi laboratory safety
procedures for the handling of electrical aquipmefitshould be employed in
ultrasonic te9ting. In many facilities, where automated scanning devicca
exid, caution must ba exercised with respect to moving ❑achinery, rotatins
gears and/or drive belts. Additional eafety comments are presented in Section
6.8.

6.o-1
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6.1 INTRODUCTION

Ultrasonic teeting employs high-frequencymechanical wave9 to detect varioue
material variables. These variables can be surface or internal variables, and
their locations and/or geometries can be reasonably delineated.

Ultrasonic testing is unique in eeveral areas. Ultraeonice and radiography
provide deep, internel inapection capabilities. Nomnally ultrasonics providefi
the deepest penetration. (The penetration of X-ray, in steel ia mea9ured in
inches, ultrasonic beema can penetrate twenty feet or more.) Ultrasonic doe9
not require an intmaion of a fnreign eubstanca into a ma’terial,9uch as high
anargy photons of an X-ray beam, but it cnnsi.stsof simple movements of the
internal atoms already there. Tharafore, ultrasonics cen be considered to be
the safest of all the inspection methods and is especially adaptable for
medical usa. Ultrasonic te9ting has very few reatrictionaon the kinds of
materiale it can inspect. The materials do not have to be magnetic (as they
must be for magnetic yrtic~a tae*in&), they dO nOt have *n be electrically
conductive (as for eddy current testing),and they dO nOt have tO exhibit an
adheaive affinity for a liquid (aa raquired for liquid penetrant testing).
They do not even have to be a solid. Any “volumetricallyelastic material can
be inepected by this method.

Ultrasonic testing can involve a wide variety of variables. Material
variables relating to flswe, voids, inclusions, bnnding, thicknasaaa, and
densitie9 can almoat always ba effectively inspected by ultrasonics.
Therefore, ultrasonics la one of the basic nondestructive tast methods.

This chapter provides the fundamental principles‘and guides associated with
ultraannic testing. It includes tha thenry of operation, the type of
equipment, the advantage and disadvantages of the method, varioun
application and atandarda, and guidee for specific di9cipline9, The
information contained in Chapter 1 should be included with this chapter for
general guidelines to the employment of all ND1’method9 and for a more
cnmplete understanding of ultrasonic tasting as it compares with other basic
methods.

6.1-1
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6.2 BASIC PRIHCIPLP9

I
Ultrasonic teatiag raqulree the generation of high-frequencymechanical waves
uhiah are ueually dhwoted as beeme to interact with various property
variables of a materiel or specimen. The intaractiona of thaae mechanical
wavee reeult in the ittenuetion of the original waves amd/or in returned
reflectione. The detection of these wavee after interectione or reflection
after these interectione produoee infometion relatable to the variables. A
study of the baaic principle of ultrasonic teeting must therefore include the
meana of generating high-frequencymechanical wavee, tha characteristics of
thaae uavaa, how they Can be directed, how they interact with material
vmtables, how they are ultimately datactad, tha information they contain, and
how the information ie diapleyed.

I 6.2.1 HFXXLU71CALUAVE9

I All meteriala that hold a aetural ehepe (or a cometent deneity) do eo because
their atoms (or m,oleculaa)are bald in mutual belanca betwaen attractive and
rapulaive forces. Thesa foreaa am “short range” forces end only extend
between atome thet are reaeombly cloee together. In this state of balance,
my relative displaoament of an atom will cauae theea forcaa to change in such
a wey thet the displaced atnm will tend to ratum to Ita originel position.
At the eeme time, the displacement of eny atom will cause a change in the
force balanca aaan by all tha naarby stoma. Although thie chenge in the force
bclance is eeen al.meetAnetentaneouslyby the eurreunding atome, due to their
inertia a finite period of time is required for the aurmunding atomc to fully
respond to this unbalance. Eventually, howaver, the atoms experianca their
oun displeoament due to the displacamantof the origincl etom. In this way, a
disturbance et ona point cen progreea to anothar pnint and cen avantually
prograaa thmnghout the meterial.

There are several kinde of dieturbenaea that cen ba genaratad. For those
diaturbancaa that are small and are iu whet ie oalled the elastic rcnge, the
diaturbencea are wave-like in netura. Theaa wavea have a velocity that is
datenninad by the charactaristica of tha material (tha msgnituda of the
interatomic force gradiente emd the inertia of their atoms, etc.). Beeidea
thie velocity, frequancy and wavelength cen be asaociated with.theaa wavee.
AIeu aeeociated with theee waves ie amplitude, either ae a relative
displacement maaaurament (the diEtenoe the atome are moved from thair balance
pointe), ur ae a preeeure (relating to the unbelanoad forces being ganarated
batveen the displaced atoms), or aa an energy f~ctiOn (the ener6Y aaaOcia+ed
with the atom’s potential energy due to their dieplauemente or the kinatic
energy due to their motions, each of theee having equal maximum magnitudes).
It ie these elaatic diaturbancoa that are ueed in ultrasonic teatiw.
Equetionm 1 through 8 chow
frequency, and wavelength,
preesureB, and energies.

come of tha baeic
saidbetwean time,

reletionehips between velocity,
position, dieplacamente,

6.2-1
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where

and

where

and

where

v=

v-

f-

A.

rl

velocity of a vave (cm/8ec),

frequency of the wave (Hertz, or cyclee/eec),

wavelength (cm).

A(t) =

A(t) =

A. =

e!-

KI .

A(X) =

A(X) -

(1) I

(2)

amplitude of displacement at time, t,

maximum amplitude, a cometant,

radians per unit time (in tenue of the frequency, it
equals: 2ti),

phase constant that allows for differences in times
between the nearaet time of r.eroamplitude and the origin of
the time ecale.

Aein~+K2
0 (3)

amplitude of displacement at poeition, X,

x= dietance along the line of wave travel from a fixed origin,

K9 - nhaee constant that allow9 for diffarances in positione
Dezwean rne nearam~ PUUA.*UZJ “. z-r” QIUJJA+““u- a.,-...”
origin of the position scale.

Equationa 2 and 3 can be combined to give:

A(X,t) -Aoain~-ut+K3

where

A(X,t) - amplitude.for qi given position, X, and given time, t.

K3 - phase Oonetant, combined fuaotion of KI and K2 above.

(4)

‘Thedif?erance in signs between the X and t funotions in Equation 4 depends on
the direction of the wavee. The sign shovn is for the case where the wave is
moving in tha poeitive X direction.

6.2-2
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In Equations 2, 3, and 4, .X’orthe f in ~can at any
equivalent variables obtained from Equation 1. Also

time be expressed in
A, the displacementm..

am.p~itudein EquatioM 2, 3 end 4, can be replaced with pressure, P, to give:

P(t) - P. sin (tit+ K1)

P(x) - P. sin
2rx +.K
T 2

P(X,t) - P. sin
2nxut+K
a. 3

where P. is the maximum preeeure, a conetant,
praaaurea aa a function of time, t, po9ition.
time, respectively.

(5)

(6)

(7)

and P(t), P(X), and P(X,t) are
X, or combined position and

It should alway~ be clear that there is a difference between the motion of the
atoms that make up the weves and the velocity of the waves. Each atom
essentially returns to it9 place of nrigin. It is only the energy transferred
between atome that “moves”’through the material and determines the wave
velocity.

The energy of the waven, normally expressed as intensity, 1, or energy per
unit time per unit eree, can be related to either the maximum displacement
amplitude, Ao, or the maximum pressure, Po:

where I is the effective intensity
per unit area and Pis the density

(8)

of a beam expressed as energy per unit tine
of the material, meae per unit volume.

The function,pV, the deneity times the wave velocity, will be a common
function appearing throughout this section and is called the characteristic
impedance Gr the acouatic impedance of the material.

In the elaatic range, four main kinds of disturbances or waves can exist:
1) compression, or longitudinal, wave8, 2) ehear, or transverse, waves,
3) Burface, or Rayleigh, waves, and 4) plate, or Lamb, wave9. (Other
disturbances, e.g., shock waves, bar wavee, Love waves, and torsional waves
will not be diacuased.)

a“. Compression or Longitudinal Uavee. When the relative motions and/or
displacements between the stoma are in the snme direction (upon the same line)
ae the wave propagation, the wave is called a compreeeion, or longitudinal,
wave. The compression wave is the fastest of all the elastic propagations
that can be transmitted in a material. All f01TM3Of UM3teFialScan 8uppo?b
thie kind, or ❑ode, of wave. and it ie the kind of wave that is normally
generated by transducers. Figure 6.2(1) illustrates e compression wave.

6.2-3
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Figure 6.2(l). Compression or longitudinalusve motione.

The velocity of a longitudinal wave, VL ia:

[
dK+ ;P

v. -
Y(l -u)

$l(l+a) (1-2U) - PL

where

Y-

P-

#-

AJ-

E-

Young.”s modulus, force per unit area;

density, muio per unit volume:

Poiaeon’ n ratio, dimeneionlese.;

rehearmodulus, force per umit mea;

Bulk ❑odulus, force per unit area.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
●

✎

✎

✎

✎

. .

(9)

‘i%isvelocity equation ass-a that the maceri~l is Unif - ~flLS i~-epic ●nd

that dimensi&s ‘are large enough that surf-e ●ffects ●e •~11. ~0
longitudinal wave velocici=$ for different -teriala ●re sho~ in Table 6.2( 1).
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b. Shear, or Tranmverae, Wavee. When the relative motions and/or
displacements between the atorna ere in directions perpendicular to the wave
propagation, the wave is called a ~hear) or transve~ec wave. OnlY solids can -
normally support this kind, or mode, of wave. For any one material, ehear
waves travel at a dower velocity (approximatelyhalf) then the longitudinal
wavee, with, for equal fraquenciea, shorter wavelength. The nature Of this
motion i9 illustrated in Figure 6.2(2).

VA--I

I

1’

?7 ?f T?=
F/

EaUILIBfllUM lW
ii

POSITION DIOPUCEMENTS

OIRECTION OF PROPAGATION

Figure 6.2(2). Shefw or traneveree wave motione.

The velocity of a shear wave, VS, ie:

rJ
u Y 1

‘s- 6- F- (10)

(See Equation g for definitions of variables.) Again, this eqUatiOn aSBUMeS
that the material is uniform and Ieotzwpic and haa large anough dimanaiona
that surface effects are small. See Table 6.2(1) for the ehear wave
velocities of various materials.

c. Surface or Rayleigh Wavaa. Surface or R.ylei.ghwaves are a combimtian of

sheer and compression wavee where the atom motion ie elliptical. The larger
amplitudes or the ellipse is perpendicular to the surface of the Wrt. The
wave motion ia confined to the surface (or fraa boundary) of a solid of
extensive thickneqe. For any ona material. surface wavee propagate with a
velocity slightly less then for true shear wavea (approximately O. 9VS).
Their energy falls off sharply with distance into the matefial eo that the
majority of the energy i9 confined to within one wavelength of the surface.
When a material ia in air, these wavea usually travel with less attenuation
than longitudinal or shear waves in the meem material, but if the material im
in a liquid, or other non-negligible medium, the eurface wavea will quickly
disappear. Thase wavaa will reflect at aharp edges, and so are effective for
locating eurface cracks, but thay will propegata areund smooth rounded edgee
and can be used to inepect parts that have complex contoure if the contour
radii are large compared to the wavelengths. Table 6.2(1) lists the surface’
wave velocities for different materiale.

I
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d. plste. or Lamb, Waves. When ● material ie very thin. only I few

vavelengtha in thicknesn, an infinitenumber of various waven can be
established that ●re a combinationof both Surftce and bulk motions. 17vEse

complex interactions are called plate, or Lamb, wavee. Lsmb waves can consiet

of one ●et of waves thmt ie ●ymnetrical about the center Iine of the plate or
●nether set thet ia asymmetrical. Esch of these sete has an infinite number
of different order e or modes, eech with different wavelength and velecit ies.
The freq,ency of the wave ●nd the plete thickness ●ffect their velocities
●long with the other nomoal material variables. In general, the wave

velocities can range from cero co almost the longitudinal propagation rate,

but any one mode wi 1 I nOSVIallY @PrOach the trSn@veree vel Oc itY (Or mOre
correctly, the surface wave veloeity) as the frequency or the relative

thiekneaa of the plate increames. (In the mathematical descriptions of thene

waves in certain ocher texts, the terms “phaee” velocit ie~ and “group”

velocitie8 are ❑aoetimes u-cd. The “group” velocities sre the velocities at

which the ●nergy io actually transferred ●nd ●hould normally be used as the

velocity of the waves. )

6.2.2 CF.NERATIONOF WAVES

Today, alnmst all high frequency ulcraeonic beams ●re generated by transducers

that transfom electrical ●nergy into mechanical wave energy by the pieEo-
electric ●ffect. Material@ ouch as quertz, lithim eulface, snd polarized
ceramics will nlightly change their dimensions when en electric charge ie
Applied across opposing facen of the material. The reverne al no occurn. Vhen

these ms.teriala are forced to change their dimeneiono, the change in dimensiams
produces a charge of electricity. l%is ●ffect .sIlwe the same transducer to

be used ●s ● transmitter to convert electrical ●ignala into a mechanical wave,

and then to act IIS a receiver to detect the return mechanical wave signals mnd

reconvert them back into electrical aignsla.

Oifferent typeo of piezoelectric ❑aterials have different propartiea, and the,

materials vary in their abilitiea to ●ct am tranamittern or as receivere. The
materials differ in their chemical, ●lectrical and thermal sta”bilitiea,●nd im

their wear-resistance and expected life-time in use. Table 6.2(2) lists some
piezoelectric materiale and their main characteristics.

Table 6.2(Z). Piezoelectric material characteristic.

MATERIALS CIIARACTERISTICS

QUARIZ HAS EXCELLENT CHEMICAL. ELECTRICAL. ANO TI’IEflMAL
STASILITV. IT IS INSOLUBLE IN MOSC LIOUIOS AND IS vERY HARD

QuARTZ.
AND WEAR+RESISTANT. OUARTZ ALSO HAS ODOD UNIFORMITY AND
RESISTS AGING, IT IS THE LE- CFFICIENT GENERATOR OF ACOU.WC
eMEROY OF THE COMMDNLY USED NATERIAIS ANO REOLNRES HIGH
VOLTAGE lo DRIVE IT Ar Law FREQUENCIES.

CERAMIC. WLARIZED CEFIAMICT+IANSDUC4$ISAas THE ~aaT EFFlCIENT OENER-
(E.G. BARIUM TITANATE. ATORS OF ULTRASONIC ENERGY: THEV OPEflATE WELL ON LOW vOLTAGE.
LEAO METANIOBATE, OR ARE USASLE UP TO Aaoul soot rNEY ARE UMITEO ev RELATIVELY
LEAD ZNICONATE TITANATE. w MECHANICAL STRENGTH. ANO HAVE A TENOENCY 70 AGE.

LITHIUM SULf ATE 7RANS0UcER5 ARE TME MOsT EFFIClENT REC51V fw
OF ULTRASONIC ENsFiGV AND ARE INTERMEDIATE AS A OENERATmE

LITHIUN SUIJATE. OF ULTRASONIC ENSFIGV. TNEV 00 NOT AGE. UTNIUM SULFATE IS
VSRVFRAGILE. SOLU8LE IN WATER. ANOLIMITEO TO USE AT
TEMPERATURE BELOW 74c

6.2-7
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Transducers ccme in d,ifferent sizee and configuration~. Nonoally, R Small
transducer produceo higher frequencies and sharper geometric rssolutione, but
they nozmally produce very little energy. A large transducer,producesmore

energy with emcller U1trasonlc beam angles (leee beam spread), and therefore
providee deeper panetrationa. Transducer can be designed to produce beams at
various anglas that can be used to obtain shear waves. Transducers can ba
designed to produca baams wider than they are .daep(for a “paint brush” like
inspection). or they can be made to focu9 the ultrasonic beam towards a focal
point or line.

One of tha meet important variables of a transducer is its frequency
apactrum. The trenaducar, depending upon its use, maY naed to have a very
broad band (highly damped for critical depth resolutions), or a very narrow
band (e ringing transducer that can produce a large amount of energy). The
fr6qm?ncy must often be matched !J1ththe material, tha expected attenuation
1C9SS9, the expected type a=d eize of flaws, snd the geometry of the part.
Tharefore, the choice of a transducer is often critical in the succeso of any
particular test- Vendor deta should be obtainad on the transducer to
determine these variables and a selection of transducers should alwaya be
available to optimize each teat tO the specific conditions or requirements of
the teat.

6.2.3 BEAN PROPAGATION LINITS

In ultrasonics, the inspection is almost always done with en ultrasonic beam.
Beam physics ara important in the generation and propagation of a beam. Since
an ultrasonic beam is not anything concrete in itself, but is really a group
action of a large number of stoma (or molecules), there are real Iimite in
what a “beam” of uitraaonic energy can do.

First of all, a beam of ultrsaonic energy does not and oannot have @harp
boundaries. A distribution of energy normally exists across the width of a
beam with the maximum energy near the center of the beam and with the energy
decrea~ing as the “edges” are approached. Distribution of the ultrasonic beam
energy can only be in ways that can be maintained by group actione of the
atoms that make up the medium. Whan ultrasonic energy is produced by a
transducer, the face of the tran~ducer, in its motion, ie not producing tbe
exact same eneriw distribution that is necaasar.yto sustain a steady baam.*
It takes a finite remountof time, or di9tanca, before the energy in a beam can
become “adjueted” to an in-pha9e ataady condition. The area wherain this
out-of-phaee is occurring ie known ECIthe near-field zone or area. Within the
near-field zone, the ultrasonic beam ia very unstable and inconaiBtant from
point to point and normally inspection in thiB zone should be dlSCOUragad.
The dimension of the naar field can be approximated by Equation 11 using the
diameter, D, of the face of the transducer and the ultrasonic wavelength, :

Neer-field dimension~ D2
q

(11)

●“That is, the face of the traneducar doee not vibrate back and forth like the
head of a piston. Rather, the face of a transducer vibrateB with stationary
nnde pointG; adjacent segments vibrate 180 degrees out of phaee to ona
another. Tiniscompiex movement Cauaes reinforcementand cancellation in the
near field”.
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Aa can k Been from this e uation, the near-field dimenuion can be reduced by
tincreasing the wavelength or lowerin6 the frequency). Or hY decreasing the

diameter of the transducer.

Even after beam stability is achieved, the natural result of the group actione
of atoms produces a slow divergence of the beam. Equation 12 gives an
nPPrOxiMEte e8tin&tion of the beam spread:

(12)

Thi9 angla, , represents half the apax angle of a cone within which the totsl
energy of the primau beam is traveling. Figure9 6.2(3) and (4) illustrate
thaaa relationships. ‘l’heangle at which the energy of the bmm has decreaeed
to one-half of the maximum energy that exiets at the centar of the beam (the
half-power angle) ie:

(13)

If the transducer’s face is small compared to the ultrasonic wavelength, side
lobee will be produced as beem stability is obtainad. (These side Iobea can
be greatly affected by the mounting of the transducercrygtal and the freedom
of motion that exists at the edges of tha crystal.)

Becnuae waves are group acti.onaof stoma, an ultrasonic beam cannot be focused
to a sharp point. When a point focus of an ultrasonic beam is attempted, the
beam approached a point, but near the focue point it forms a “chimnay” (a
fixed-width path) from which it again spreads out beyond the focal point.
‘Thiechimney effect often provides a reasonable path length over which
inapaction resolution are fairly constant, but normally at no point can the
expectad geometric reaolution8 be much better than one wavelength.

In ultrasonic, a pulse of energy rather than a continuous wave is often
desired. Again, because an ultrasonic wave pulse is dependent upon tha group
actiona of stoma, thare is a finite limit to the length of the pulee (the
extent of space it MUSt eccupy in the direction of ita propagation). This
limitation again approaches approximately one wavelength. In addition to this
geometric limit, a wave pulse becomes Ii.mitadin Itg frequency representation
as its pulse length decreasea. This kind of relationship exists for all forms
of wavea and ia not due to the limitations caueed by group actione of atoms.
In general, if we let X equal the “length” of a wave pulse, and AA the range
of wavalangths thst hava appreciable amplitude representationswithin this
pulse, then:

(Ax) (AA)& (14)

where )0 repreeente the center, maximum, or primary wavelength.
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o=

A=

I I

NEAR FIELD FAR FIELD
(FRESNEL ZONE) (FRAUNHUFER ZONEI

DIAMETER OF CRYSTAL

WAVELENGTHOFULTRASONIC WAVE

BEAM S?REAO ANGLES. b’. IN STEEL FOR OIFFERENT FREQUENCIES
ANO OIFFEFIENT SiZE TRANSDUCERS

Figure 6.2(3). Near-field dimensiooa end beam-spread angles.

When A X becomes small, AA becomes large, and tha wave pulse then becomes
9ubjected to diapereiona and differential attenuations becauaa of the wide
range of frequen~i~s that are effectively prasent.

The importance of the length of the WaVe pulse cannot be overlooked. Vhen
inspecting a material in which depth information is important, the length of
the wave pulse produces a “’deadzone” which limite the depth resolutions that
can be obtained. This dead zone (often referred to as “ringing”) limits how
close the transducer can inspect from it9 own face, and limits.the inspection
distance from ell other interfaces that proda~e measurable return signals.

6.2-10
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NOTE
IN THIS FIGUEIE, THE .<OIST4NCE.. FROM A TRANSDUCER CENTER PoINT TO A POINT oN A PfloFtLE
REPRESENTS INTENSITY AND NOT DIsTANCES TO.POINTS IN THE ULTRfiONIC FIELD. THIs TYpE oF
1NTENSIT%PROFILE EXISTS IN THE FAR FIELo oNLY, AND REPmEsEws THE PRoFILE ‘E~REo ‘T
A FIXED DISTANCE IN THIS FIELD. THE PROFILE GIVES ONLY RELATIvE INTENSITIES, THE ACTUAL
INTENSITIES WOULO vARY WITH BOTH THE ANGLE AND THE olsTANcE AT wHlcH IT Is MEAsuREo.
A ORAWING OF CONTOUR INTENSITIES. AS THEY wOULD EXIST ON A DISTANCE PLOT. WOULD BE
SIMIIAR TO THIs FIGURE IN PMcES. SUT THEY DEFINITELY ARE NoT THE sAME.

Figure 6.2(4). Far-field intensity profile.

The dead zone is not the same as the near-field zone, although both affect the
inspectability close to the transducer. an an .4-scan(see paragraph 6.2.5),
the dead zone would be indicated by the width of the pulsee shoxn on the scan.

6.2.4 INTERACTIONS OF ULTRASONIC WAVES WITH MATERIAL VARIABLES

Ultrasonic wave interacting with meterialg include tranmni~siong,
reflections, refraction, diffraction, mode conversion, scattering and
absorption. There alao exiets standing waveo and constructive and destructive
interferences,ueunlly aeeociated with reflectionand diffrection9.
Reflections, refracting, and mode conversions can occur at an interfece
between two different materials. These interaction depend upon the
clifference in the acoustic impedances of the two materials (impedance
❑iematch) and on the angle of incidence of the ultrasonic beam.

Figure 6.2(5) shows a transducer sending a longitudinalwave into water. The
water transmite the besm to the test piece, a block of steel. When the
longitudinal (L) wave i9 incident to the surface of the test specimen in the
normal (perpendicular)direction, 00 incidence,the beam is transmitted into
the second medium as a longitudinal beam. No refraction and no mode
convergiono take place. Not all of the energy, however, entere into the
stael. Some of the energy (most of it, in this particular case) is reflected.

6.2-11
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TRANSDUCER 1-
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Fi&ure 6.2(5). Normal incident besm.

The maximum pressure amplitude of the reflected wave, pr. for 0°
incidence, in:

(
P2 V* - q VI

Pr - P.
02 V2 + P1 VI )

I where

P. - tixiurum incident pressure amplitude

PI = demaity of the first medium (incident

P2 _ density of the second medium

VI - Wave velocity of the first medium

V2 = Uave velocity of the second medium

side)

of the reflected wave

(15)

For steel, as 6hown in Figure 6.2(5), the amplitude
would be approximately 0.94 PD. Note that the reflected wave is large when
there is ● large difference in the acoustic impedance aad that the reflected
wave would disappeer (have zero pressure amplitude) if the two materials had
identical ●couecic impedances. (If the two materiale were identical, it “o~ld
be the 6aeIsas if there were no interface, end therefore no reflections could
be expected. ) Also note that the sisn of the preesure of the ref leeted wcve

is oppoeite to the incident preeeure sisn when the ●cowtic impedance of the
first medium is greater thao that of the second. The change in .oign meano

that a poeicive pressure pulse would be reflected as ● rarefaction (a negative

6.2-12
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pressure pulse would reflect ae e positive
intensity that is reflected, Ir, is:

P )Zvz-?lvlz
I = 10
r

?2”2+?’”1

where Lo represents the intensity

The preesure and intensity of the

(

2f’2 ‘2
Pt = P.

2“2+?1”1 )

( 4Q2 ‘2’?1 ‘1
lt

=1

0 (& V2 ‘fl V1)2)

These equations show that as long as
tranemit a uresaure and it is alwaYs

(16)

of the incident beam.

transmittedwave, Pt and It, are:

(17)

(18)

a second medium exists, it will always
in the same uhase or sign as the incident

wave. Thes~ equatione are the nat~ral reaulte of”conaervati;n of energy (using
the pressure relationshlpaof Equation 8 end setting 10 = Ir + It), the
preaaure being continuous across an interface, and that erwallpressures from
two or more waves add linearly (eetting P. + Pr = Pt). These relation-
ahipe, when solved ❑imultaneously,produce Equatione 15 through 18.

Equations 15 through 18 all assume semi-infinitemediums on each aide of the
boundary. When actual geometries are small, with edgee or back surfaces near
the point of incidence, these equetione often break down. In some literature,
a “specific acouatic impedence” term ia used to account for these clifferences.
One of the important interaction effecting theee relationehipeis standing
waves or interfarencee that can be daveloped when thickneeeesapproach the
dimensions of a small number of wavelengths and/or is lees than one-half of
the pulse length. Thicknesses that are exact multiples of half-wavelengths
till experience an increase in transmissionenergies end a minimum in
reflection energies. Thicknesaee that are odd quarter-wavel.angthswill
experience a decrease in tranemiaeion energies and an increase in the
reflected energise. The reflected energy can often be made to approach zero,
but the tranmd tted energy wilI always be finite. Attenuation losses, if
present, will reduce theee interference effecte.

In ultrasonic testing, you Cannot inspect a part unleea beam energy is able to
penetrate the part and then return to a receiver. It cannot do this without
passing through several interfaces. Each time an interface is crossed,
potentiallya large percentage of the energy can be lost.

I

I
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Using Equation 18 for water md steel, only 122 of the energy will ●ater the

●ceel. If ●ll of thie energy inside the meteriel could be reflected back
(which of course ie noc ltiely). thie eneruy met still return b~ek thr:~;
the ●teel~ater interfece, and the ●eme loss factor will ercur ●gcim.
1.6Z (12X of 121) of the energy cm return to the transducer, ●ven if there
were no other lossem. Table 6.2(3) liete come of the energy reflections
expected ●t the interfaces of verious meter imla.

Table 6.2(3). P~*centafie of energy ref leetad.

I I
IECGUOM60wM

STEEL

NICKEL

m~eu

aum

LEAD

uEI+3SRV

GLASS

OUARR

~LV$7YRENE

BAKEUTE

WA7FR

o O3OJ1OIO31?7 77705=

o Oalll$vslom 75mm

o 027talers757tn7 m

n o 10?J167S 4.9 es 07

0:/: :’::~:

/0 Od 40 32 w 07
SAME VALUES 14EREAS
FOR GPF’051TEPOSITIONS ACROSS 044170871

TWC OIACONAL
011217

0 la z

o 0s

o

NOTE
FOR ENERGY. THE OROER OF THE MEnlUMS ARE NOT IMPoRTANT.
7NE SAMI? ENERGY SSREfUWXEO WilM PROPAGATION QOtNO IN
WATER TGWAROS aEEL OR IN SfE@L TOWANGS WATER.

The final energy received COD often be a thousandth of the initie.1 energy.

Knowledge of these energy looses, ●nd hw to control them, ●re therefore
impnrtenc. In order to get energy into a part, ● couplant muc.t normally be
used. ‘Ihie is a greaae or other liquid or pes te-like material.

6.2-lb
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W%en uee of ● couplant ia required

❑inimum Ions of energy oecura when
~eoretically, a maxi-m impedanCe

‘c “v=

between a transducer ●rida becim-,
en impedance match is schieved.
match is obtained when!

(19)

where

Zc . impedance of the couplant

‘1
_ impedance of first medium (transducer)

22 - impedance of second medium (specimen)

As the incident ●ngle in changed frem the initial zero degrees incident to #

valua like s degrees, ae shown in Figuca 6.2(6), refraction ●nd mode

convarmion occur. The original longitudinal beam is transmitted, in the

second medium, ● varying percentages of both Iomsitudinal (I.) ●md ehetr ($)
wave beam. & ahowm, the refracted angle for the L-wave be- ie four time

the incident ●ngle, and the Swave beam ●ngle ia a little more than twice the
incident angle. If the incident angle ia increaeed further, the refraction

angles of the Lwave and the S-wave increaee. Ihe energy in ●ach
varies am the mngle in chansed.

--J,p- 6“~o&lQ#l
Tw PIECC

‘5c!isPr

Figure 6.2(6). Five-degree incident beam.

The laws of reflection angles and refraction angles are ●ll based

law, that the ratios of the velocities to the sine.cof the angles

beam ●lmo

on Snell’s

are equal.
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In equetion form:

9inej, 9in 0- sine,
I-. .-

‘i v=
‘t

(20)

where

C)i “

vi =

Or “
v.

r

Ot “
‘t =

incident angle

velocity of incident wave

reflected beam angle

velocity of reflected wave

transmltted beam angle

velocity of transmittedwave

Since the reflected M@M ia alwaya in the same medium aa the incident beam,
then their velocities are equal (unlees a mode conversion has occurred). If
their velocities are equal, then the angle of reflection will be equal to the
angle of incident. The trensmitted wave, however, ia in a clifferent medium,
and thus the velocities will nOrmall.Ybe differan* (whether mods conversions
occur or not) and thus a change in angles will be expected. if mode
conversions nccur and mora than one type of wave exists, thay wil~ each have a
different velocity, and thus n different nngle of refraction. Since the shear
wave velocity is leaa than the longitudinal wave velocity, it will elvaye have
the amalle8t angle of refraction. Ae the incident angle ie further incraaaed,
both refratted angles will increase. The firet beem to reach e refraction
aagla of 90 degrees will be the L-wave.

In Figure 6.2(7) the transducer haa been rotated (in thig case, 15 dagrees)
until the”refracted angle of the L-wave has increaaed to 90 degrees. At this
point, the L-weve no longer exists in the materiel. The incident angle at
which this occurs is called the first critical aogle, the angle where the
L-wave first “disappear” and only S-wavee remein in the material. (The
actual amplituda of the S-wave, at this point, maY be very small, but it is
there.) Further rotation of the transducer increasas the angle of the
refracted shear wave beam. Ehen the S-wave beam re.schea~ degrees , the
incident angle is positioned at the second critical angle. In tha entire
region between the fir9t and second critical angle, only S-w3ve beems are
produced within the materi81.

Teblee 6.z(4) and (5) provide Critical anglee for different DKIterial
interfaces.

Figura 6.2(8) shows the transducer rotated enough (27 degreee in th.iecase),
ao that the S-wave refraction angle haa reached 90 degraee. At this point, no
u~tr,g~onicbeems of any mode now appear in the material. At the eurface, the
beam has undergone mode conversion to a surface wave. Becau6e the 9urface

6,2-16
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I

I

1
Figure 6.2(7) . First critical angle

Table 6.2(L) . ~ iuuneraion testin .

PIRSTL!EDIUMISH# (V-0.149cu/L8ECl

I 1ST I 2ND
TEST MATERIAL

CRITICAL ANGLE CRITICAL ANGLE

BE13VLLIUU 7“ 10”

ALUMINUM. 11sT 14“ ?9”

6TEEL 1s“ 27”

S7AIN LEES302 96. se”

TUNGSTEN 17“ 31”

URANIUM le” 61”

vELOCITY ICMIISEC). I

)NGITIDUNAI

I .2s0

0.e25

0.ss5

0.ee6

0,518

0.33s

SHEAR

0s71

0310

oJr3

0312

02s7

O.lm

is in water, the surface wavea are quickly damped Out. In contact te9ting,

1“ where the test specimen is in air and eurface waves are produced on the te6C
piece when the second critical ●ngle is reached, they can travel ❑uch longer
di6tancea before they ●re damped out.

In ultrasonic testing, the incident beam, because of beam spread, is a

“collection” of anglee or directions (see seccion 6.2.2 and Figures 6.2(3) and
(4)). Therefore, when a bum i. “at” ● critical angle, ●ctually half of the

energy of the beem is ●t msglee greater than thfa critical ●ngle ●nd the other

I 6.2-17
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Table 6.2(5). Critical ●ngles, contact teetin~.

mm WaoluwIsWwmt lV - am wllJeEc7

VELOtlTY ftM/~Cl.
lrr 2N0

TEST blAT@RIAL
mmmLMaLe UIlmCAL ANOLE ~Ng\~lNAL ~~

BERYLLIUM $2” 18“ 1.2B0 oa71

ALWINW. 17e7 a“ m“ Onae OJ1O

STEEL 27” M“ O.eas O=

rrAINLEcs.202 # W“ O.* 0s12

NPCOST6N 31* ee’ 0.618 o.m7

URANIUM 52’ 0X78 .O.lm

‘“’012d--’r

II
\ f.

I / 1 “1

I
Figure 6.2(8) . Second eritittl ●nRle.

hslf at ●@ea less than this critical angle. Efheua beam i. “at” ●ny
particular angle of incidence, refracthne ●re ●ctually otcurrimg over
potentially ● lnrge renge of anglee. Therefore, it i. poecfble to have in ●

part a .greac number of wavee, wava diract ione and madam, many mre than tit
might be theoretically erpaetkd. Within the part, if there ●re ●ny

complicatioccn ●t ●ll to the part, or somdimes evam when it io ● simple p=rt.

the ctuicber of internal reflections, W& Conversions, and refraction quickly
mtltiply at ●very interface until there are eora beam than can readily be
tracked. Part of the “art” or “science” of ultrasonic testiog ie to SIWAYC
watch for unexpected beema ●nd chair reflections and to ●lwayt double check

chat only the “proper” beamE or reflections ● re being recorded.
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Attenuation of ultrasonic energiee arise from seve’ralfactore. First, uormal
beam spread results in a loss due to geometric effects and lnvolveE the acme
l/r2 factor used in X-rays or any other typ of radiating enargy (”r“ is the
distance from a point source.) The origin for r should be the face”of a
small, straight beam transducer when test points are beyond the near field or
the focal point for a focus transducer. Additional attenuations can result
from diffractions, reflectionsand refraotion8. All of these can be called
scatter when they occur randomly or from ❑ultiple small distributive variables
contained within the material.

I Diffx%action ie a change in the direction of a wave in one material medium an
the wave pasaes clo9e to the edge of another medium, Diffraction is often

I involved around the edges nf parts or the edges of internal flaws.

Energy losses can be due to absorption processes that result in heating
effect9. These loseea within the materiel can be due to friction or physical
imperfectionsin the errangenente of the stoma in oryetale or grains, or other

I non-linearities in the kinetic energy-potentialenergy exchangea that occur
when waves propagate. These losses are a function of frequency.

When energy losses occur uniformly throughout a material, the overall
I attenuation for a parallel beam folIowB the power law:
I

I(x) = loe
-Kx

(21)

where

I
1(x) = the inteneity at position x

I - inteneity et the poeition x = O

KO = attenuation c0n9tant

r. = penetration distance ,

The attenuation con8tant is greatly affected by frequency or wavelength
compared to the size of the variables causing the scatter. Nomally, the
lower the frequency (the longer the wavelength), the lower the attenuation
conetant “K”, the greater the penetration. (Attenuation constente can be
given for wave preeaure Zosees and/or for a base 10 relationship. Care muet
be exercised here because they will differ by a factor of 0.5 and/or 0.86EI
fmm the above defined constant.)

When a wavelength i.amuch larger than the size of the object causing the
scattering, it “flows” around the object and eaaentially continues on its wey
with no major loeae~ or changeo. ‘l’hisis good if it ie not the variable to be
inspected. This relationship,however, does point out the importance of
testing with high frequencies. The size nf defects that can be eeen will be
greatIy 8ffected by the frequency being used. Tha higher the frequency, the
emaller will be the size of flaws thet can be resolved. If the wavelength is
emaller than the object causing the scattering, it will interact with that
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objett and be reflected and transmitted by the principles previously
presented. Therefore, most ultresofic testing rquires a balance between using
the highest frequency poeeible to find the smallest possible flawe, yet

.

keeping the frequency low enough that adequate penetrations can be obtained.
Since higher frequencies create more noise, improved flaw detection
signal-to-noise ratios are obtained from lower frequencies. Every inspection
problem potentially has a unique choice where this relationship is maximized.

6.2.5 INFORMATION DISPLAYS

Most ultrasonic information is presented on an oacilloacope, where time ie
represented on the hOri%ontal axis (or sweep direction) and the amplitude of
the ultrasonic energy either being sent or received by the transducer ie
recorded in tbe vertical direction. The start of the time sweep on tha
horizontal ia “triggered”’by each tranamitted pulse. The tranamitted pulsa is
therefora the first eignal or Pip ueually eeen on the ncreen. The repetition
rate of the transmitted pulaea, and thus the signal on the screen, ie fast
enough that it appeare continuous to the eye. Between each transmitted pulse,
echoes are received back by the transducer. ‘Theseechoes, depending on the
distance from which they are returned, are each received at different times.
In exactly the came order, each echo appeara on the screen at different pointe
along the 9weep line. Each return pulse can normally be ehown as “rf,” where
their full wave action, the Plus and minus pressures in each cycle, are
indicated: or tha rf ai&nal can be rectified to previde a dc pulee. The
electrical empli.ficationcircuits normally have a saturation limit so that
aign~le that would be amplified beyond a certmin point on the screen all
aPPear at the came maximum lWel.

Th8 sweep circui. t sc tually con tajns a delay cirCUit ( somettiee called ,gweep
delay) and a sweep rate control (sometimes called eweep length) which ellows
any portion of the total sweep to be amplified and displayed on the full
acreen. This display shown on the screen, where amplitude veraue time is
showing the echoes being received at different depths in the pnrt, is called
an A-9can. An A-scan ie essentially exemining the specimen along the beam
line, penetrating throueh the .cpecimenthrough only one point on the surface
above which the transducer ifllocated. To in9pect an entire part by the
A-scan method would require moving the transducer over every point of the
surface, and observing the A-9can obtained et each point.

A S-scan is a display that shows a cross-eection of e part. It is “obteined”
from the A-scans produced at all the points along one line across the surface
of the specimen, and thus provides in one picture a summation of what might
otherwiee be an unmanageable amount of information.

A B-scan display, tharefore, show9 the eection view of a material that wae
“cut” (or penetrated) by cn ultrasonic beem aa the traneduoer made a one line
pas9 across the material. On a cathode ray tube, tbe image is formed by a
series of parallel linee, each line representing data from a single A-ecan.

1“
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The diatence between each Mne represents the distance the transducer was
moved between each A-scan. Each line is formed by a epot moving across the
screen whose brightness at each point is a functicm of the signal amplitude at
that corresponding point on the A-scan.

To inspect an entire pert by B-scans would require the forming of a B-scan for
all the cross-section lines that exist across any one dimensional direction of
the part. This, too, could etill be a large numbar of scans andior
information to be analyzed.

A C-scan is a plan-view of the entire part. In one view, all the information,
or a portion of the information, from all the A-scene can be combined and
ehown in this view. By use of an electronic gate, the infommtion collected
frcm the A-BCfmB can be limited to a specific raue of depthe. If only a
narrow portion of each A-scan is used, then a cross-section parallel to the
inspection plane can eaaentially be formed. If the electronic gate is
expanded to include the full depth of tha inspected part, then cny A-scan that
showed an echo within ‘thedepth of the part would produce a mark on the
C-scan. In this wey, a C-acen can be a great eummation of infomnation. When
a C-ecan is ueed to collect information over the full depth of a pert, a mark
on the C-ecan will appear no matter where the eignal appeare w,ithinthe width
of the gate. Therefore,“depthinformation on a C-ecan is always uncertain by
the depth or width of the gate used. There ere times, therefore, when both
A-ecan8 and C-ocans are used together when more information ia required than
what is provided by the C-scan.
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6.3 EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS

Ultrasonic equipment range from small portable units to large pemn.snent
facilities - some are manually operated, some have been automated in several
features to include automatic scanning of apecimene and recordiwg of the
information. Basic A-scan, B-scan, or C-scan type of recording methods can be
ueed. Special types of ultrasonic equipment oan be obtained to measure
thicknesses, 9peed of U1trasonicwaves, or changes in impedance. The degree
of automation, the meana of data analy9es, and type9 of data displ~s ara
constantly improving largely because of recent advances in microprocessors.

Along with the basic equipment, there are transducers,eutomatic acami~ and
manipulator syateme, tanks, couplant materials, and calibration and standard
blocks necessary to support ultrasonic testing activi.ties.

In inuueraionteeti”ng,clean, deaerated tap water, with an added wetting agent,
can be used for a couplant. A fungicide and corrosion inhibitor are typically
included in the immersion bath for protection. The uatar temperatureis
sometimes maintained at a fixed value by automatic controls. Wetting agents
are added to the water to ensure that the eurface ia thoroughly wet, thereby
eliminating air bubble9.

In contact testing, the choice of couplant depende primarily on the test
condition; i.e., the condttion of the test surface (rough or amootb), the
temperature of the test surface, and the position of the teat.surface
(horizontal, slanted, or vertical).

One part glycerine with two parts water, and a wetting agent, is often used on
relatively smooth, horizontal surfaces. For slightly rough surfacea, light
oils (such as SAE 20 motor oil), with a wetting agent added, are used. Rough
eurfaces, hot surfaces, and vertical eurfaces require the uae of a heavier
oil, or grease, as a couplant. In all cases, the couplant selectad must be
capable of forming as thin a film as possible consistent with the geometric
variables that are present.

I It must be understood that, other than for epecial portable type equipment
like thickne9e gages, most ultrasonic testing systems require extenaiva

I electronic and mechanical support. The electronic effort is at Ieast ae
technical as that required to aet up and uge an oscilloscope, and the
mechanical support often includes automatic moving machinary with poeition and
velocity limit controle.
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6.4 BASIC PROCEDURES AND TECHNIQUES

Ultrasonic testing, like other NDT testing, provides indications that are of
no value unlese interpretationscan be made. Interpretationsare often
dependent upon calibrations or standardizationsthat must be performed, either
before, durizg, or after each test. Some of the meane of obtaining these
calibrations or etanderdizationsare presented in the “Standarde” section,
section 6.5.

Becauee ultrasonic testing can involve a large number of variables, and some
of these variables are external variablee euch ae temperature that have a
direct affect on the velocity and the wavelezgtha of the wevee being used, the
importance of the calibration cannot be overemphasized. Once adjustments have
been made that establish the proper responses of the equipment and adequate
indication of known discontinuitiesof the range of sizes, depths, end
orientations required for the test have been established, testing can be
initiated. Once calibration and standardizationhave been accomplished, nO
further adjustments should be allowed unless raetandardizationof the
equipment is accomplished.

Techniques of ultrasonic te8ting are accomplished with one of two baaic
methode: contact or immersion te8ting.

6.4.1 IMMERSION TESTING

In immersion testing, a waterproof transducer ig ueed at some distance from
the test specimen and the ultrasonic beam is transmittedinto the material
through a water path or column. The water distance appears on the display as
a fairly wide apace between the initial pulse and the front-surface reflection
because of the reduced velocity of ultrasound in water. Because of this
“distance” between the transducer and the specimen, near-field and dead zone
type effects are ueually minimal for immersion type testi~, AlBo, with the
transducer eepereted from the specimen and the coupling being automatic, the
transducer is reasonably free to move, and therefore most automatic scanning
methods are aeaociated with the i.mmer8iontestiug method.

Any one of three techniquesmay be used in the immersion method: the immereion
technique,where both the transducer end the teat specimen are immer9ed in
water; the bubbler or squirter technique,where the ultrasonic beam is
transmitted through a column of flowing water; and the wheel tran~ducer
technique,where the transduceris mounted in the axle of a liquid-filled tire
that rolls on the test surface. Figure 6.4(1) ahowa an example of the bubbler
and the wheel-transducer techniques. An adaptation of the wheel transducer
techniqueia a unit with the transducer ❑ounted in the top of a water-filled
tube. A flexible.membrane on tha lower and of the tube couplee the unit to
the teet surface. In all three of these technique, a furthar refinement.is
the usa of focused transducers that concentrate the ultrasonic beam (much like
light beama are concentrated when passed through a magnifying glass).

6.4-1
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TEST EPECIMEN WATER.F4LLE0 TIRE

— ‘xLEmA’’oNA”’\ /I

BuEBLEn TECHNIOUE
SUPPLY WHEEL TRANSDUCER TEcHNIOUE

Figure 6.4(1) . Bubbler and wheel transducer tschnique$.

In many automatic scanning operation, focused beams are ueed to detect

near-surface discontinuities or to define minute discontinuities with the

concentrated beam. Straight-beam transducer units can accomplish both

straight- and angle-beam Cescing through ❑anipulation and control of the beam
direc Cion.

The water-path distance is usuallY adjusted so that the time required to send

the beam pulse through tbe water is greater than the time requited for the

pulse to travel through the test specimen. Vhen done properly, the necond
front-surface reflection will not appear on the oscilloscope ecreen between
the first front- and first back-surface reflections. In water, mound velocity

is about one-quarter that of aluminum or steel; ChereforT, one inch of water
path will appear on the oscilloscope screen an equal to four inchec of m-tal

path in steel. AS a rule of thumb, position the transd~cer so that the water

distance is equal co one-quarter the thicknesn of the Part, PIUS One quarter

inch. The correcc water-path distance is particularly i~ortan C when the test
erea shown on the escilloacope screen is gated for #utomat ic signal Iitigand
recording operations. The water-path distance is carefully set to clear the

test area of unwanted signals that cause confusion and poanible

misinterpretation. Figure 6.4(2) #hewn the rel~tionship between the actual

water-path and the display.

The bubbler in.usual lY used with an automated syetem for high-epeed ecanning
of plate, sheet, strip, cylindrical forme, and other regularlyshaped parts.
The ultrasonic beam is projected into the material through a column of flowing
water, and is directed in a nocmal direction (perpendicular) to the test
surface to produce longitudinal waves or adjuated et ●n angle to the surface

to produce shear waves.

Figure 6.4(3) illuotraten a stationa~. and a moving=heel transducer. The

position and an81e of the transducer mounting on the wheel axle mey be
constructed co project straight -beama, as shown in Figure 6.&(3), or to

project angled benms as shown in Figure 6.4(4).

6.4-2
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Figure 6.4(2). uater-yath distance adjustment.
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Figure 6.4(3). Stationary
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&
and moving wheel transducers.

6.4.1 CONTACT TSSTINC

In contact cestinx. the transducer is ulsced in direct contact with the test-.
specimen with a thin liquid film uned as ● couplant. On some contact units,

plastic wedge#, wear plates, or flexible ❑embranee are ❑ounCed over the face
of the crystal. Transducer unite are considered ae being in contact whenever

the hesm is transmitted through a couplant other than water. The display from

a c,mtact unit US.U.11 ly shows the initial pulse and the frnnt-surface
refl.?ctioo as suw-riamoserl or very close together. Both near-field and dead

zone effects arc” present in Cnnta; t cvpe te=ts.

Contact testing is dividrd into three techniques, which are dececmined by the

ultrasonic uave mode desi red: the straight-beam technique for transmitting

longitudinal waves in the teet specimen, the tvngle+eam techn~que for

generating shear waves, and the surfacewave technique for producing Ray I@igh
or Lemb waves.
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SOUNO PROPAGATE INTO MATERIAL
AT 45” ANGLE

SOUND OEAM ANG LEO TO THE S1OE ANGLE OF PROPAGATION MAY BE VARIEO OY

ANO FORWARO AOJUSTING POSITION OF WHEEL MOUNTING YOKE

Figure 6.b(4). Wheel transducer angular capabilitima.

The straight-beam technique is accomplished by projecting a beam

perpendicularlyto the test murface of the test specimen to obtain pulne-echo
refLections {see Section 6.4.3) froci the back surface or from discontinuities

which lie betwee”o the two 6urfaces. This technique is ●lso used in the

through-t ranstmi88ion technique (ace Section 6.4.3) using two trennducera where

the internal d iscont inu it ies incerrupc the beam causing ● reduction in the

received signal.

The angle-beam technique is used co transmit souad waves into the test material
at a predetermined angle to the teat surface. According to the angle eelected,

the wave modes produced in the test mcterial may bc ❑ixed longitudinal and

shear, shear only, or surface modem. Usually, the .sheer-wavee ● re used in

an&le-besm testing. Figure 6.4(S) show an aogle-beam unit scanning plate mnd

pipe msterial. To reduce the confusion from dead-zone and near-zone effecta
●ncountered with straight -beem transducers, parts with ● thickness less than

5/8 inch are tested with angle-beam units. ln this technique, the beam enters

the test materiel at an angle and proceeds by successive zigzag deflections

from the specimen boundaries until iC is interNpted by a discontinuity or
boundary where the beam reverses direction end is reflected back to the

transducer.. Allovancea ere made when placiag the angle-beam unit to eccount
for the lecaened effectiv.s length of penetration becauoe of the zigzag path

taken by the beam. Angle-beam techniques are ueed for test ins wmlda, pipe or

tubing, Bheet and plate material, ●nd for specimesre of irregular shape where

strsighc-beam units are unable to contact ● ll of tbe curfsce. Angle-bemm

transducer are identified by case markimge that show ‘beam direction by en

●rrow snd that indicate the angle of refraction in aceel for shee”rwaves.
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TRAN50UCER TRANSWCER

*
PLATS

Figure 6.4(5). Shear-wave technique.

The eurface-wave technique requires apeciel angle-beam transducers that

projecc the beam into the test epeciaen at ● grazing angle whera almost all of
the beam ia reflected. For test ●pecimans where near-surface dimcontinuitien

●re encountered, errrface-wave transducer ●re used to generate Rayleigh

nurface wavea in the teat material. The aurfaee-wave technique is shown in

Figure 6.6(6).

TRANSDUCER

SURFACE WAVE

Figure 6.4(6). surface-wave techniaue.

6.&.3 PULSE-ECHO AND TNROIXW TRANSllISSION

In both the iimneraionand in the contact teat methods, there are pulse-echo

techniquaa and through transmisa ion techniques.

Pulse-echo techniques may use ●ither single, or double, straight-beam

transducers. Figure 6.4(7) shows a contact, ningle unit, straight-beam

transducer in use. With the mingle unit the tr.sne.ducer ●cts aB both

6.6-5
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Figure 6.&(7). Single-transducer pulse-echo technique.

and receiver, projecting ● pulsed beam of longitudinal waves intotransmitter ..-.
the mpeciman aced receiving echoes reflected from che hck surface ●nd frm ●ny
discontinuity lying in the beam path with reflecting eurft.cesperpendicular tm
che beam. The double transducer unit im useful when the tent specimen flavs

or back surface sre irregular or are not parallel with the front surfsce. One

transducer Cranamits and the other receiveo, as shwct in Figure 6.4(8). In
chia case, the receiver unit is receiving back-surface ●nd diaconcinuitv

echoes, even though both transducer may not be directly over these reflect orci.

-—. ..—

TRANSM1lTING UNIT RaCEtVING UNIT

B’

.

?\”/
I\/’/ SOUNO REFLECTED TO

/< RECEIVING UNIT

y ‘\ /’
,/

>1

Figure 6.4(B). Double-transducer pulse -etho technique.

Tvo transducers 8re usual ly used in the through- crgnsmission technique - one

on each side of the teat specimen, ● s tchwm in Figure 6. b(9). One unit ●cta
as a transmitter and the other as a receiver. ‘The transmitter unit projects a
beam into the material, the beam travel IIthrough the ❑aterial to the oppoa ite
surface, ●nd the energy in picked up @t the oppmsite nurface hy the receiving

unit. ASTY diseontinuities in the path of the beam cnuae a reduction in the

amount of energv reaching the rece(ving unit. For beat results in this
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TRANSMITTING UNl~
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~~
01SC0NT4NUITY REDUCES AMOUNT
OF ENERGY TO RECEIVINO UNfT

Figure 6.4(9). Through-transmissiontechnique, two tranaducera.

technique, the transmitter unit selected is the best aveilable generator of
acouetic energy, and the receiver unit eelected ie the best available receiver
of ultrasonic energy. For exampIe, a berium titanate transmitter unit ie used
with a lithium eulfate receiver unit.

A variation of the through-trenemiesionme’thod,normelly ueed for thin
materials, comeiata of a single transducer, end after the wave pulse hae gone
through the material, it in raf lected by a reflector and retuned back to the
original t ranaducer. In this method, en electronic gate can be ueed to record
the ❑ignalm that come from the reflector. l’hieessentially gives the same
information that would have been received from a second transducer if it had
been located at thet point. This method reduces the number of tran.educers
required, snd essentially is using only a one-sided type inspection.

Basically, the pulee-echo tachnique cen provide depth information and the
through-trenemieeionprovides no depth information. In a through ecen, the
entira depth of the epecimen ia being examined. If a material is difficult to
penetrate, the two transducer thraugh-tranemiasiontechnique can provide the
maximum penetration.

6.4.4 GENERAL TECHNIQUE CONSIDERATIONS

Ultreaonic test preparations begin with an examination of the test specimen to
detarmi.nethe appropriate technique;then, components are selacted from avail-
able equipment to perform the teat. Many veriablea affect the choice of tech-
nique. For example, the test specimen mey be too large to fit in the immersion
tank. In the cane of large, fixed atructuraa, the testing unit ie moved to
the test site. This msy raquire portable testing equipment. Other factors
are the number of parta to”be teated, the nature of the teat material, test
eurface reughness,❑ethods of joint (walded, bonded, riveted, atc.), and the
shape of the specimen. If the testing progrsm covers a large number of

identical parts and a permanent test record is desirable, em immereion tech-
nique with automatic scanning and recording may be suitable. One-of-a-kind
or odd-lot jobs may be tested with portable contact testing unite. Each caae
will require some 9tudy as to the most practical, efficient technique.

6.4-7
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When setting up any test, an operating frequency
chosen. and a reference standard is established.

is selected, a transducer is
‘Thetest specimen ia

carefully studied to dotenzine its most common or probable diacontinuities.
For example; in forgings, laminar discontinueties are found parallel to the
forging flow lines; disconti.nuities in plate are usually parallel to the plate
eurface and elongated in the rolling direction; the common defect in pipe is a
longitudinal crack. etc. If possible, a sample specimen is sectioned and
subjected to metallurgical analysis.

a. Fre.quen~yse~e~tion. Frequency is one of the ❑ost i.nfl.uen tial perametera
that govern the success of ultrasonic inspection. There are ~ n~ber Of
criterie which determine the ultrasound frequency that delivers the beet
sensitivity to detel

The material genera
u9ually requires 2.

t flaws. !l’hesecriterja include:

Material
Signal-to-noise ratio
Minimum size of a flaw

lV determines the best ultrasound freauencv. Steel
5-or 5.0 MHz. Aluminum general]y giv~s be;t re9ults with

S.ofiHz. The way to find out which is the beat frequency for the explication
is by trial and error. A sample part with a natural or eimulated defect is
obtained and scanned with U1trasonic ‘transducer of various frequencies. The
gain setting for a defect nignal of common screen height provides a Rood
indicaLion of the moat effective frequency. That is, the frequency that
requires the lowest gain setting ie a preferred frequency. However, the
Signal-tn-noise ratio must also be ev.alwited. Ratios of the largest signal
received from a minimum sized defect as compared to the largeet noiee eignale
should be et least 10 to 1 (20 db).

Spectrum analysia can aecertain which is the best frequency. Spectrum
analysis is done by cotzpmring the frequency spectram from a natural flaw to
the frequency spectrum prior to enteri~ the material being inspected. ‘i’he
later spectrum can be obtained from an echo from a polished flat aurfece
immersed in water. Spectrums which transmit much of defect information in or
near the mean value of the rmted transducer frequency era what io being
sought . Care muo t be taken to compare broadband frequency with broadband and
narrow band frequency with narrow band. Narrow band frequency transducers
generate a more powerful pulse than broadband transducers. This ie expected
as broadband tranaducera are heavily damped tn vibrate only about one and a
half cycles. Higher ultrasound frequencies are neeeded for exceedingly small
minimum ~ized defects such MS are encountered in thin wall ‘tubinginspection
for nuclear reactors. Very high strength mertenaitic steel has a fine grain
structure thet can accommodate higher U1trasound fmquenciea with little noise.

I
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b. Transducer Size Selection. Juet as seneitivj.tyto the preeence of flaws
is the reaaon for selecting transducer frequency, so too it is the basis for
eelecting ❑ize. The firBt question to be enewered is “Do you need a focused
transducer’”’?If the depth (thickne.ee)of material is a centimeter or two,
then a focused transducer should be considered. However, if deep or thick
material is to be ultrasonically scanned, and the minimum flaw size is not
miniecule, then a flat lene transducer is often the best bet.

Focueed Tranaducere. Noi9e is the varieble that determine.?the best size
and configuration for a focused transducer. Small transducers with a wide
beam spread and large transducerswith much refraction from the large lens

cause lote of noise. It is surprising how oftan the moderately sized
transducers of about one centimeter acroee the lene face turn in the beat
performance (of least noise).

Flat Lenaed Treneducera, Generally, 9mall sized tranaducer9 work best
with small sized (or thicknese) parte. Larger sized tranaducerawork well for
interrogation of large, deep parta. However, sensitivity falls off with
increasingly largar sized transducers when the pulser ia taxed to vibrate the
crystal. So the power capacity.of the pulaer limits the size of the”
transducer.

Again, trial and error with evaluation of performance date reveal the best
size of transducer for n particular application.

o. Reference Standards. Commercial ultrasonic reference standarde are
described in detail in section 6.5. These etandarda ere adequate for many
teat aituationa, provided the acouatic properties are matched or nearly matched
between the test specimen and the test block. In most caees, responsee from
diacontinuities in the test specimen are likely to differ from the indications
recaivad from the test block hole. For thie reaaon, a sample test specimen ie
9ectioned, subjacted to metallurgical analysis, and studied to detemnine the
nature of the material and ite dieoontinuities. In some casee artificial
diacontinuitieain the form of holes or notches are introduced into the sample
to serve ae a basic far comparison with diecontinuities found in other
specimens. Prom these studies, an acceptance Ievel ie determined that
establishes the number and magnitude (or size) of diacontintitiea allowed in
the teet specimen. In all caaa9, the true nature of the test material is
determined by careful etudy of the sample gpecircen,and a sensible testing
program i9 e9tabliahed by an intelligent application of basic theory.

I
I
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6.4.5 INDICATIONS FROM VARIOUS TECHNIQUES AND THEIR INTERPRETATIONS

Ultrasonic test indications from subsurface discontinuitiea within the test
specimen are ueually related, or compared, to indication from flat-bottomed
holee of verying depthe or diemeters in standard test blocke. Theee compari-
sons are a fair meane of evaluating the size, shape, position, orientation,
and impedance of diacontinuities. Test conditions, and the diecontinuities
themselves, are eometimes the cauee of ultrasonic phenomena which are
difficult to interpret. Thie type of difficulty can only be resoIved by
relating the ultr.a@onicindication to the probable type of discontinuity with
reference to the test condition. impedance of the material, eurface

r%hneaa, surface cOntOur, attenuation, and CI181eOf incidence are all to be
considered when evaluating the eize and locetion of an unknown discontinuity
by the amplitude of the indication received. The simpleet method is to
compare the indication of the discontinuity with indications from a test block

~

similar to the teet specimen in alloy, shape, and back-surfece reflections.
The experienced operator also learns to discriminate between the indications
of actual defects and falee or nonrelevant indications.

I a. Typical Immersion Test Indications

Immersion test indications, ae displayed on an A-scan in a pulse-echo mode,
1. are interpreted by analysis of three factors: the amplitude of the reflection

from a discontinuity, the lees of back-surface reflection, and the dietance of
dieoonti.nuityfrom the surfaces of the artiole. Individual discontinuitiea
that are emall, compared ~th the transducer crystal di~eter, am ueual~

I evaluated by comparing the amplitude of the teet-specimen echoee with the
teet-block echoes. Since the eurface of the test specimen and the eurface of
a discontinuity within it are not as smooth ae the surface of the te9t bleck
and the flat-bottomed hole in the teat block, the e~timated size of the
discontinuity ie generally a bit em.allerthan the actuel eize. Diacon-
tinuities that are larger than the cryetal diameter, are evaluated by noting
the distance the cryetal is moved over the teat specimen while an indication
is etill maintained. In this case, the emplitude hae no quantitative meaningl
the length over which the cmplitude ie maintained does indicate the extent of

the discontinuity in one plane. A loss, or absence, of back-surface
reflection 19 evidence that the trermmitted sound haa been absorbed,
refracted, or reflected so that the energy has not returned to the cryetal.
Evaluaking this lose does not nlweys determine the siEe of the discontinuity
as concisely aa the comparison method used on emall diacontinuitiea.

When relatively large diacontinuitiee are encountered, the discontinuity may
eliminate the back-surface reflection since the beam ie not transmitted
through the discontinuity.

!
1. Small Discontinuity Indications. A significant number of the diacon-

tinuitiee encountered in ultrasonic testinu of wrought aluminum are

~“ relatively small. Foreign materiale or po~oaity in-the ce9t ingot are
rolled, forged, or extruded into refer-thin discontinuities during fabri-
cation. The forcee used i.nfabrication tend to orient tha flat plane of

1 :he discontinuity pamllel to the surface of the part. Such a

6.4-10
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discontinuity and ita ultrasonic ind”icatien ●re -hewn in Figure 6.4( 10). The

relationship of the discontinuity indication ●nd it- smplitude is determined
by comparison with a range of teat block flat-bottanedhole reflections, ●u

shown in Figure 6.4(11).

FRONT SURFACE BACK SllRFACE

\

@

DIsCONTINU~Ty

Figure 6. b(lO).

G

TRANSDUCE

FRONT FACE
WRFACE

Force-oriented discontinuity indication.

2. LarEe Di~continuity Indication. Oiecontinuitiea that are large, when
compared with the crystal size, usually produce a display, as shown in
Figure 6.4( 12). Since the discontinuity reflects nearly all of the
ultrasonic energy, the partial or total loss of back-surface reflection is
typical. The dimensions of the discontinuity ❑ay be determined by
measuring the distance that the transducer is moved while @till receiving

an indication. If the discontinuity is not flat, but is three-dimensional,

the extent of the third dimensian may be determined by turning the article
over ●nd manning from the back side. If the possibility of two

diaconcinuitien lying close together in auapected, the ●rticle may be
tested from all four sides.

3. Less of Back-SurfaceReflection. Evaluating the lees of back-surface
reflection is most important when it occurs in the absence of ~ignificant
individual discontinuities. In thin case, ●mens the cauees of reduction,
or 108s, of back-surface reflection are large grain eize, porosity, and a

dispersion of very fine precipitate particles. Figure 6.6( 13) shows the

indications received from a sound test specimen and the indications

displayed from a porous specimen. Note that the back-surface reflections
obtained from the porous specimen are reduced considerably.

4. Nonrelevanc lndicationo. Uhen conaiderin.g indication that may be
nonrelevant, it in a good rule to be suspicious of all indication= that

are unusually coneiatent in amplitude and appearance while the transducer

ia paseiog over the test specimen. Reflections from fillete and concave
murfacee may result in re~poneea appearing between the front” ad back

●urfacea. These are sometimes miecaken for reflections from
discontirruiciea. Reflection from a contoured surface may be shielded off
by interrupting the beam with a foreign object such am a piece of sheet

mat.sl, as shown in Figure 6.4(14). Sroad-baeed pip6,

sharp spike or pip, are likely to be re.lectiona from

ae contrasted to a

a concoured uurface.
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Figure 6.6(11). &aplitude range of 1/64 to 8/6fI flat-bottomed holen.
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Figure h.~(12). Large discontinuity indication.

Figure 6.4(13). Reduced back reflection from porositv.
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FRONT SURFACE 9ACK SURFACE METAL SPWN 15INSERTEO AT POIN? A TO
ELIMINATE NONRELEVANT lNO{CATtON

a--row: ,, ,,

Figure 6.4(16).

II’A I
A J

fEonrelevant indication from contoured surface.

Near the edges of rectangular shapes, edge reflecci0n5 4re B~etimeS

observed with no loss of back-surface reflection. This type of indication

usually occurs when the transducer is within 112-inch Of the ed8e Of the
pare.

Articles with smooth, shiny surfaces will sometimes give rise co false

indications. For example, with a thick eluminum plate machined to a

smooth finish, spurious indication which appeared to be reflections from

a discontinuity located at about one-third of the article depth were
received. As the transducer vas moved over the surface of the plete, the

indication remained relatively uniform in shape and magnitude. Apparent Iv

this type of indication results from surface wavee generated on the

extremely smooth surface, and possibly reflected from a nearby edge. nev

are eliminated by coating the aorface with wax crayon or a very thin film

of petroleum jelly.

5. Angled-Plane Discontinuity Indications. Diecontin”ities oriented with

their principal plane at ●n nnnle to the front surface are e.ometicnes
difficult to detect and evaluate. Usually, it is best co scan initiallv

at a comparatively high gain setting to detect angled-plane

disconcinuities. Later the transducer is manipulated around the area of
the discontinuity to evaluate its magnitude. in this case, the

manipulation is intended co cauee the beam to strike the discontinuity at

right angles to its principal plane. With large dieconcinuities that have

a relatively flat, smooth surface but lie at an angle co the surface, the

indication moves along the base line of the display as che transducer is

moved because of the chenge in distance of beam travel. Bursts in large

forgings fit this category; they tend to lie at an angle Of 65 degrees to

the surface.

6.4.14
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6. Grain Size Indications. Unusually large grain eize in the test specimen
may produce “hash,” or noise. indication, as shown in Figure 6.4(15). In
the eeme illuetretion, note the clear indication received from the came
type of material Mith fine grain. In Snme sases, abnormally large
grain-ei!zereaulta in a total loaa of back-surface reflection. Thesa
conditions are usually brought about by prolonged or improper forging
temperdures, or high
improper annealing of

tempereture during
the teat specimen.

‘RON’s”RFAY~ /BAcKs”R’AcE

hot working and subsequent

FRONT sURFACE
\ ~> “’HASH”

[FROM PHOTO.

II MICROGRAPHSI

K
FACE

-ORAIN

Figure 6.4(15). Grain 9iza locatione.

b. VP ical Contact Test Indication

Contact test indication, in many instances, are similar or identical to those
diecussed in the previoue peragraphe on immereion teet indications. Little
additional discussion will be givan when contact indication are similar to
immersion indication. Interference from tha initial pulse at the front
eurface of the teat specimen and variation in efficiency of coupling, produce
nonrelevant effects that are aomatimea difficult to recognize in contact
testing. Aa in immersion testing, eignal emplituda, loss of back reflection,
and dietance of the discontinuity from the eurfacea of the article are all
ma~or factors ueed in evaluation of the display.

6.4-15
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1. ‘1’YPical Discontinuity Indications. Typical indications encountered
in ultrasonic testing include those from discontinuities such as
nonmetallic incIuei.ons.eeams, forgi~ bursts, cracks, and flaking

I found in fnrginm, 89 ~hown

1 NO aACK REFLECTION

I
I

g

10

,;,TIALp”L,~ ‘Bme-s”mw, REFLECTION

~ fiT’Nis3
NONMETALLIC eEAM OR
INcLUSION LARGE CRACK

In Figure 6,4(16).

nn

IDE IDE

ma
SMALL CRACK FLAKING

Figure 6,4(16). TYPical contact test diacontiatity indications.

Delaminatiana iu rolled sheet and plate are shown by a reduction in the
distance between back-surface reflection multiples, aa shown in Figure
6.4(17). View A illustrates the display received from a normal plate and view
B shows tha back-surface roflections received when the transducer is moved
over the delamination.

In angle-beam testing of welds, a satisfactory weld area is shown with the
weld fusion zones clearly indicated as shown in view A of Figure 6.4(18).
View B ehoim the same reflections for the fusion zones, but in this case, a
discontinuity is located in the center of the weld. The weld seam commonly
haa diaconti~uiti.eswch as porosity and slag that produce indication aa -
shown in Figure 6.4(19).

Surface aracks are sometime9 detected when teeting with a shear wave produced
by en angle-beam transducer. Figura 6.4(20) chows a surface-wave indication
from a crack in the surface of the test specimen.

I
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VIEW A VIEW B
NO LAMINATION LAMINATION

Figure 6.4(17). Effect of delamination on back-surface reflection multiples.

WELO NEAR EOGE

@ B:’”’”

A B

Figure 6.4(18). Weld indications ueing angle-beem contact techniques.

POROSITY
SEAM I s UG

Figure 6.A(19), Porosity end slag indications in weld sesm.
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INITIAL PULSE

Figure 6.4(20). Surface crack indication using angle-beam techniaue.

With pitoh-and-catch teatins, using two transducers, the imitial, or
transmitted, pulee doea not interfere with reception, aa it does when uaiq
the single transducer. Figure 6.4(21) abous the indication received from a
relatively thin, teet specimen using two transducers. Paired angle-beam
transducer are used to improve near-eurface rnaolution. The transit time nf
the aoundbeam when paasing through the Lucite wedge on which th’atranaducere
are mounted gives an additional advantage in that the initial pulse is moved
to the left in the same May the water-path reparation occurs in immersion
teOtiog.

A serious problem with pitch-and-catch testing is changes in coupling
efficiency. Unless a back echo ia monitored, thera is no way to know that
ooupling efficiency iB changing or that the coupling is loet. This ia why
pitch end catch testing ia not popular.

Pigura 6.4(22) ehnws an indication from e discontinuity which lies only 0.02
inch below the aurfaoe of the material. Often, the best way to datect the
preaenoe of flawa just below the front surface ia to first bounce off the back
surfaoe and then monitor.

TfiANSM1WING
TRANSDUCER RECEIVING

5

TRANSDUCER TRANSM1~EDW 15E

NuITY

~’\\ \ //;’ ECHOES FROM

i, %, SURFACE S
PARALLEL TO

/ ENTRANT SURFACE ACK-SURFACE

RETURN TO EFLECTION
Transducer

Figure 6.4(21). l’wo-transducerindications.
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DISCONTINUITY 0.02 IN, BELOW SUFIFACE

@

BACK-SURFACE REFLECTION

TRANSMITTEO PULSE

FRONT SURFACE’

Figure 6.4(22). Indication of near-surfacediscontinuity.

2. Dead-Zone Indications. A dead r,oneexists directly beneeth the front
surface from which no reflectionsara diapleyed because of
obstruction by the initial pulse. In most contact testing, the
initial pulse obscures the front-surface indications as 9hown in
Figure 6.4(23). Near-surface discontinuitiessmey be difficult to
detect vith straiuht-beem transducers, because of the initial-pulse
interference. Sh~rteming the initial”pulee may be effective w;en
near-surface diacontinuitieeare obscured by the ringing “tail” of
the initial pulse. Figure 6.4(24) shows a comparison of 10SSSnarrow
band and short pulsaa broadband applied to the test epecimen where
the discontinuity la near the surface. In immersion testing, the
initial pulse is Beparated from the front-surface pip by the water
path. Only by inserting a standoff. such as a ulastic bIock. can
separation of these re9ponses
material in the dead zone can
bouncing off back surface.

be achieved in co~tact testing: The
ba ultrasonicallyinterrogated after

‘“’”AL~ e.-
PULSE /

A h
SURFACE

FRONT-SURFACE
LOCATION

\
TEST
SPECIMEN

Figure 6.4(23). Dead-zone interference.
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LONG PULSE

SHORT PULSE

DISCONTINUIW TEST sPECIMEN

I
El

/?.;:~gyJF::;lL

E3
OISCONTINUITY

Figure 6.4(24). LOU and short pulse ef’fectson display.

3. Nonrclevant Indications. Coarae-graineduwterial causea reflections
or “haBh” acrom+ tha width of the display .SSsho~ in Figure 6.4(25))
when the teat i9 attempted at a high frequency. To eliminate or
reduce the effect of these unwanted reflections, lowar the frequency
or change the direction Of the beam by using an angle-becm tran9duc.er.

Figure”6.4[25). Coarae grain indication.

When testing cylindrical specimens (especiallywhen the face of the transducer
is not curved to fit the test surface), additional pips following the
back-surface echo will appear ae shown in Figure 6.4(26).

In testing long epocimens, mode conversion occurB from the eoundbeam striking
the sides of the test specimen and returning as reflected shear wavee as shown
in Figure 6.4(27). Changing to a larger diameter transducer will lessen thi9
problem.

Surface waves generated during straight-beam testing aleo cause unwanted
nonrelevant indication~ when they reflect from the edge of the test specimen
as shown in Figure 6.4(28). This type of nonrelevant indication is easily
Identified since movement of the transducer will cause the indication from the
surface wave to move acroea the display with the movement of the transducer.
Vhen teeting with two angle-beam transducer, it is poseible to have a .emall
surface-wave component of the soundbeam transmitted to the receiving unit as
shown in Figure 6.4(29). This type of unwanted reflection is easily
recognized by varying the distance between the transducers and watching the
indication; when the distance is increaeed, the apparent di9continuity
indication moves away from the initial pulse.
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Figure 6.4(26). Nonrelevant indication from cylindrical opecimen.

—
DIA!AETER

INITIALFu15E

ACE
N

ED
&vE
ONS

Fi8ure 6.4(27). Nonrelevant indicat ion from long bar npecimen.

INITIALPU15E

\/

SURFACEWAVE

c!+!!iImaAcK”’F.?
Figure 6.4(28). Nonreleva”t surface-wave ●dge reflection.
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INITIAL PuLSE
/

Figure 6.4(29). NonrelevanC curface-vave indication with two tranoduce?s.

When using angle-beam transducers, a certain amount of unwanted reflactiono
are received from the wedge. These indications appear {asnediately follmwing
the initial puise as nhoccn in F{gure 6.4(3(3). The reflections from with{n the
wedge are easily identified because they are etill preeenc on the display when

the transducer is lifted off the Cect specimen.

With continued use, the cE_ystal in the transducer may come loose or fracture.

When this happens, the indication ie characterized by IIprOlOnsed ri~ine
which adds 8 “tail” to the initial pulse as shown in Pi8ure 6.4(31). An the
prolonged ringing effect reaulta in a reduced capability of the system CIY
detect discontinuitics, the transducer is discarded or repaired.

Figure 6.4(30) . Nonrelevant indication from pl.setic wedge.

DB
A B

Figure 6.4(311. Nonrelevant indication from l.ooaetransducer crvmtal.

I
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NEWEST PROCEDURES AND TECHNIQUES

For many years, eeveral new methods of ultrasonic testing have been
developed. Detailed discussions of these new methode will not he presented,
but brief descriptions will be given.

6.4.6.1 Acoustic Emiasion9

Acoustic emissions ie en ultrasonic teat method. However, no active search
beam or other external ultrasonic energy eource is used. Acoustic emissions
u9e transducers that detect ultrasasic pulses that are produced within the
❑aterial. Normlly, these pulses aro produced becauee of induced .etreeses
within the material, and.are ceuaed by localized displacement that result
from these etresees. Therefore, acoustic emissions must nOFMallY be ueed in
conjunction with some other tact where changes in temperaturesor loads are
producing stresses cad strd.na within the material. By triangulation,the
location of the sourceo of these pulBee can usually be determined; and by
analyzing *heir relative mngnitudee or other characteri9tic9, the nature of
the eource can sometime be characterized. Some basic requirement of
acoustic emissions are: first, the nature of the material mu9t be such that
ultrasonic pulses are produced, Thie eeeme to be common for moat materials,
especially where internal defects are preeent, which are especially prone to
the generation of mechanical slippages and dislocations. Secondr the material
must adequately transmit the ultrasonic energy from the source to the
tranaducerm. Third, external noiee from teat apparatus or other sources must
be separable from the aournea within the material. Laet of all, come
correlation or other meaning muet be developed with the characteristic of the
eignala unless location or time correlatioma ace the only pamuetera of
interest.

Since some of these requirements are not always met, acoustic emiesions is not
always 9ucces9ful. There are ❑any situation, however, where acoustic emission
testina is the most useful nr the only pomible method. Today, the testing of
am booms made of composite materials and niclear praaaura vessels are
extensively done with acouetic emieaione,

One of the greatest prnblems with acoustic emissions”ie the detection system.
Preeent day acouetic emission transducersdo not in general record the true
fidelity of the internal ultrasonic pulses, but ❑erely rin8 at their own
natural frequency. Tinerefore, 8cientific correlations between the deteated
signal and ‘thesource are limited,

6.4.6.2 Reaonence or Acouato-Ultra90nica

Many ultrasonic testing devices inject ultrasonic energy into a part and
measure the changes produced in the standing wevea or raflection~ established
within or between the material and the transducer. In some casem, these
chenge.einclude both
not normally “image”

phase and amplitude parameter. These test methode do
a dafact or other variable, but usually raflect the total
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response of the t.eetregion. Beceuse the reeponae is a general renponee, it
is capable sf easy interpretation, but for the same reason, it cannot always

provide the detaile that may be desirad. In acousto-ultrasonica,changes in
the injected ultrasonic signal, as it travels from one transducer to ermther,
are ueed ae a correlation parameter. Again, no “imaging” of defects is
produced by these test methsds, but they can often generalize the material in
such a way that very effective test measurements are established.

6.4.6,3 Scanning L&ser Acoustic Micro.wopa (SLAM)

This method uses high frequency (30 to 500 MHz) ultrasonic waves that are
tranemitted through e specimen to an image plane. ‘Theimage plane can be the
mrface of the specimen or any light reflective surface acoustically comected
to the epecimen, The ultrasonic wavee extend over the antire image area and
form a pattern on the image plane that is a function of the acouetic variablea
within the imaged area. This pattern is detected by a scanning laser beam and
displayed in real time an a CRT screen. Because of the high frequencies, very
small veriables can be detected, es small es 5fJm, at the 500 MHz rfinee.
However, the penetration depth la also limited by the high frequency, and thus
this method la fairly limited to emell apecimene.

6.4.6.4 Ultrasonic Holography

Ultrasonic holography 19 another real time inspection system which u9as a
laser benm to detect an ultrasonic hologram formed on a liquid eurfece. The
ultrasonic hola~ram is formed by the interference of two ultrasonic beams, one
af which hms hoen trfinfwnittedthrough the specimen. Adaptations of this
method presently include methods that 611Dw electrical signal references and
noninunersiontechnique.

(WP ID# 65YSA/DISK 0z82A. YOR AMMRC USE oNLY)
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6.5 STANDAHDS

In ultrasonic testing, discontinuity indicationsare normally compared ta
indications received from teeting a reference etandard. The reference
standard may be any one of many reference blacks, or Beta of blocke, epecified
for a given teet or it may be an actual part to be tested containing a known
natural or eimulated flaw. Standards made frcm.such parts are hard to beet in
prediction. When standarda ccn be used to check the accuracy of the
ultrasonic inspection, just feed the standard into the teat equipment.
Observe that it is rejetted, and remove the standard frOm the prOductiOn
line. Extreme caution must be exercised to remave the part or parte from the
production line. In comparison, ultrasonic standard reference blocks are more
useful in a laboratory. Reference blocks are flexible but slow in uee.

Ultrasonic standard reference blocks, often called test blocks, are ueed in
ultrasonic teeting to standardize the ultrasonic equipment and to evaluate the
discontinuity indication received from the teat part. Standardizing does two
things: it verifie9 that the instrument/transducercombination ie performing
as required; it establiehee a sensitivity, or gain setting et which all
discontinuities of the size specified, or larger, will be detected,
Evaluation of discantinuities within the test specimen ie accomplished by
comparing their indications with the indication received from ah artificial
discontinuity of known size, and at the ssme depth, in a standard raference
block of the same material.

Stendard test blocks are made from carefully selected ultrasonically inspected
stock that meets predetemnined etanderd af ultrasonic attenuation, grain aiEe,
and beet treat. Discontinuities are represented by carefully drilled
flat-bottomedholes. Test blocks are mado and tested with pain9takine care ao
that the only discontinuity present ia the one that was added intentionally.
The three moat familiar 9etB of reference blocke are the Alcoe-Series A, are~
amplitude blocke; the Alcoa-Series B, or Hitt, distance/emplitudeblocks; and
the ASTM baeic set of blocks that combine area/amplitude and di9tance/amplitude
blocks in one set.

6.5.1 ANEA/AMPLITUDE BLOCKS SET

The Alcoa Series A aet consists of eight blocks, each 3-3/4-inches lms and
l-15/16-inches equare. A 3/4-inch deep, flat-bottomed hole (FBH) i9 drilled
in the bottom center of each block. The hole diameters are l/64-inch in the
No. 1 block through 8/64-inch in the No. B block, as shown in Fi8ure 6.5(1).
A9 implied, the block numbers refer to the FBH diameter; e.g., a Na. 3 block
has a 3/64-inch diameter FI?H.

Area/amplitude blocks provide a means of checking the linearity of the test
system; that 1s, they confirm that the amplitude (height) of the indication on
the oecillc8cope screen increase9 in proportion to the increase in size of the
diecontlnuity. Similar area/amplitude reference blocks are made from 2-inch
diameter round stack.

6.5-1
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I 6.5,2 DIsTANCE/AMPLITUDEBLOCKS SET

The set of Alcoa Series B, or Hi,tt,blocks conaist~ of nineteen, 2-inch
die-meter,cylindrical blocks, all with 3/4-inoh deep FBH of the same diameter
drilled in the center et one end. These bloc$B are of different lengths to
provide metal distances of l/16-inch to 5-3/4 inchee frnm the test surfece to
the FSH. Sets with 3/64-, 5/64-, or 8/64-inch diameter holee are avAilabIe.
The metal distances in each set are l/16-inch, l/8-inch through l-inch in
eighth-inch increments, and 1-1/4 inch”through 5-3/4 inch in half-inch

increments, as shown in Figure 6.5(2).

Distance/emplitudeblocks serve as a reference by which the size of
diecontinoiti.e9at varyins depthe within the test material maY be evaluated.
They elso serve as a reference for 9etting or standardizing the senaititity,

or gain, of the test eyetem eo that the system will display readable
indications on the oscilloscope screan for all di9continuities of a given size
and over, but will not flood the screen with indication of smaller
discontinuities that are of no interest. On inetrvmenta BO equippad, theee
blocke are used to set the sensitivity time control (STC) or dietance
amplitude correction (DAC) so that a diecnntinuity of a given ei~e vill
produce en indication of the came amplitude on the oscilloscope ecreen
regerdleas of ite dietance fram the frent Burface.
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TESTSURFACE NO,6 NO.6 NO.7 NO fi
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Figure 6.5(l). Area/smplitude reference blocks.

+2+

Figure 6.5(2). Distance/amplituderefel:encebla— ,ck—

1 1

D
OIMENSIONA

1/16 13/4
1/8 21{4
114 2314
3ie 31/4
1/3 33/4
5/8 41/4
3/4 43/4
7/s 5114
1 53/4
1114

DIMENSIONB

I.-&.l
:@ (Hitt).
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6.5.3 BASIC BLOCKS SET

The ASTM baaic set shown on Figure 6.5(3) consists of ten. 2-inch diameter
blocks that have 3/4-inch deep, FBH drilled in the center at one end. One
block has a 3/64-inch diameter FBH end a metal distance of 3 inches frem the
test 9urface to the FBH. The next seven blocks each have a 5/64-inch FBH but
metal distances ere 1/8, 1/4, 1/2. 3/4. 1-1/2, 3, and 6 inche9 from the test
surface to the FBH. The two remaining blooks each have an 8/64-inch diameter
FBH end metal dietances of 3 inches and 6 inches. In thie basic s@t, the
three No. 3, 5, and B blocks with the 3-inch metal distance, provide the
ardamplitude relationship, and the seven blncks with the 5/64-inch diemeter
FBH (No. 5) a“d varying metal distances, provide the distance/amplltude
relationship.

It is important that the test block material be the same, or eimilar to, that

I

of the teat specimen. Alloy content, heat treatment, degree of hot or cold
working from forging, rolling, etc., all affect the acoustical Properties Of
the ma’.%rial. If test blocks of identical material are not available, they
muet be similar in ultrasonic attenuation, velocity, and impedence.

6.5.4 SPECIAL BLOCKS

The International In.sti. tute of Welding (IIU) reference block and the miniature
angle beem field calibration block, ahown in Figure 6.5(4) are examples of
other raference.standards in common uee.

For irregularly ehapad articles, it is often”necessary to make one of the test
articleg into e reference 8tendard by adding artificial discontinuities in the
form of flat-bottomed holea, sa”wcuts, notchee, eta. In come caaes, these
artificial discontinuitiea can be placed go that they will be removed by
eubsequant machining of tha article. In other caees, a special individual
standardizing technique is developed by carefully 8tudying an article
ultrasonically, and then verifying tha detection of discontinuities in the
article, by destructiveinvestigation. The renulte of the study then become
the basis for tha testing standard.
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METALDISTANCE,INCHES 1/8I 1!4 ln
I
3/4 l-in ,333 66

FBHDIAIN64TNSINCH I 5j5j 515 5 35 8s8

Figure 6.5(3). AS’L?I reference blocks, basic set.
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Figure 6.5(4). Special reference blocks.
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PROCEDURN

A typical calibration procedure is outlined in the paragraphs that follow.
The procedures assume conditions and equipment se follows:

a, Test Instrument. Any of aoverel commerciallyavailable pulse-echo
ultrasonic teeting inetruments.

b, Test Frequency, The test frequency shall be 15 MHz.

c. Transducer. A quartz immersion transducerof 3/8-inch diameter with an
operational frequency of 15 MHz.

d. Power Source. Line voltage with regulation ensured by a voltage
regulating transformer.

e. Immersion Tank. Any conteiner that holds couplant and ie large enough to
allow accurate positioning of the transducer and the reference block is
eetiafactory.

f. Couplant. Clean daaerated weter is ueed 89 a couplant. The“acme water,
at the seinetemperature, is ueed when comparing the reaponaes from differing
reference blocko,

8. Bridge and Manipulator, The bridge i~ strong enough to support the
manipuletoi-and rigid enough to allow smooth, accurate positioning of the
transducer. The manipulator adequately aupporte the transducer and provides
fine angular adjustment in two vertical planes normal to each other,

h. Reference Blocks, An area/amplitude ❑at and a dietanoe/amplitude eet of
reference blocks are required. (A basic set which combines both area and
distance responeee may be used; for example, the ASTU baeic set consisting of
ten reference blocks. For area/amplitude relationahipeuae blocks contaimi.ng
a 3-inch metal distance and 7/64-, 5/64-, and 8/64-inch diameter holes. For
distance/amplitude relationships uae blocks of varying length which contain
5/64-inch diameter holes.)

i. Fundamental RefeMnce Standard. When calibrating area/amplitude responsee
of the teat set, an alternate to the reference blonke deeoribed in the
preceding step ia a eet of 15 steel balls, free of corrosion and surface merke
and of ball-bearing quality, rerigingin size from 1/8- to l-inch diameter in
l/16-inch increments. A suitable device, s~uchea a tee pin, is neceeaary to
hold eech ball.
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Area/AmplitudeCheck

The linear renue of the instrument ie detemnined bv obtainina the U1trasonic

~
reeponaes from each of the area/amplituda-type reference blocks (the steel
balls may be used as an alternate for the referenoe blocks) a9 fOlkJUB.

I
a. Place a No. 5 area/emplitude reference block (a block containing a
5/64-inch diameter hole) in the immersion tank with the drilled hole down.
Position the transducer over the upper eurface of the block, slightly
off-center, at a water dietence of 3 inches within a + or - tolerance of
l/32-inch, between the face nf the crmtal and the eurface of the block. ‘i’his
accurate distance ie obtained by using a gage between the block end the
trenaducer

b. Adjust the transducer w’iththe manipulator to obtain a maximum pip height
from the front-eurface reflection of the block. This indication provee that
the soundbeam is perpendicular to the top .wrface of the block. A maximum
number of back-surface reflection pips eerves the same purpoee.

c. Move the transducer laterally until the maximum response is racetved from
the FINf.

d. Adjust the instrument gain control until the hole pip height is 31 percent

of the maximum obtainable on the cathode ray tube cicreen. Do not repeat this
step for the remaining blocks in the set.

e. Replace that reference blocikwith each of the other blocks in the set.
Repeat etepe b and c for each block end record the indications. Maintain a
water distance of 3 inohes for each block exoept for the No. 7 and No, 8
blocks, which require a water distance of 6 inches.

f. Plot a curwe of the r.cnrded indications es ehown in Figure 6.5(5). In
the example shown, the point where the aurve of reaponaes deviates from a
etraight line defines the llm.itof linearity in the instrument. Amplitudes
plotted below the limit of linear reeponae (in this example) are in the linear

1
range of the instrument and no correction is requirad. Amplitudes of
indications above the limiting peint are in the non-linear range and are
increased to the ideal linearity curve. This is done by projecting a vertical
line upward from the aotual height of indication untiI the ideal curve is
intercepted. The point of interception defines the correctedheight (CH) of
indication in percent nf maximum amplitude that the instrument oan dieplay.
The difference between the corrected haight (CH) and the actual height (AH) ia
the correction factor (CF). For each indication that appears in the
non-linear ramge a di.fferent correction factor (CF) is plotted because the
deviation ie nnt constant. When the actual
the corracted indication height ie computed
directly to the actual indication height as

indication height is displayed,
by adding the correction factor
follows:

I AH+ CF-CH
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Figure 6.5(5). NV ical areafaeplitude response curve.

8. The linaar ramge of the inatrwmantMAY ●lso & determined by recording the
ultzeeenic reeponeem from the beek-eurface of each of M steel balls ramgimg
in oiee from 1/8- to I.&inch in diaamtar in l/16-inch increments. me
iumcrtimt ~thod io used followi~ previous stepe a through f, except that in

etep d, the inetrwccnt gain control h adjua ted until the pip height is 50Z of
the mexhcm obcaineble on the oscilloscope screen with the transducer
positionedover the l/2-inch dieumcar ●ceel bell. For each bal 1, the water

dist.smce is maintained conetacit●t 3 ~ 1/32 iach ad the tremducer i.
poaitiomed for mexi- response from e.acb ball. Ihe recorded indications ●re
plotted mm ● curve ss shown in Figure 6.5(6).

Distance/A7nplitude Check

The diecance/amplitude Characteristic of the instru~nt are determined by
obtaining the ultrasonic reaponsea from each of the reference blocks in ● set
of blocks of varying metal distance with a 5/64-inch diameter hole in each
block. The reeultant indications ●re recorded on ● curve ●s outlined in the
folloving procedure.
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Figure 6.5(6). Steel ball area/amplitude response curve.

a. Select a reference block containing a 5/64-inch FBH hole with a metal
distance of 3.000 inches from the top surface to the hole bottom and place it
in the immersion tank. Position the transducer over the upper surface of ,the
block, slightly off-center, at a ~eter distance of 3 inch’= between the face
of the transducer and the aurfece of the block. Adjust this di9t.snce
accurately, within a + or - tolerance of 1/32 inch, by usiw a gage between
the block and the transducer.

b. Adjust the transducer with the manipulator to obtain a maximum pip height
from the front-eurface reflection of the block. This indication proves thet
the aoundbeam is perpendicular to the top 9urface of the block. A maximum

number of beck-surface reflections 9erves the same purpose.

c. Move the transducer laterally until the mezimum re9ponse is received from
the FBH. Adjust the instrument gain control until the pip height ie 25% of
the mcximum obtainable.on the cathode ray tube screen.
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d. Replace that reference block with each of the other blocks in the set.
Repeet eteps b and c for each block and recofi the indications. Maintain
water diatence of 3 inches for each bloCk.

e. plot a curve of the recorded indication as sho~ ~ Fitiu~ 6.5(7). In
the example shown, the naar field (freanel) zone extends from tha l/2-inch
metal distance indication to the 2-inch metal distance indication. Aa the

metal distance inoreases beyond 2 inches, the indications attenuate, or
decreaae, in height.

; 30 — - I I

s
< 20 — .
1-
2
~ 10 — ‘-

t :-,&il- 1. I I I I1 I-l@2 Z-l/x 3 3-1/2 4 4-1/2 5 6-1/2 6 &I~ 7
METAL DISTANCE, INCHE5

INSTRUMENT CORRECTED FOR NON-LINEARITY)

Figure 6.5(7). TYPical distence/amplitudereaponae curwe.

Transducer Chsck

To improve accuracy during teat equipment calibration, the charactetiatico of
the transducer, as modified or didorted by the test instrument, are
determined by recording a dietance/cmplitudecurve from a l/2-inch diameter
steel ball immersad in water. A beam pattarm, or plot, can aleo be obtained
from”tha aama steel ball at a fixed wate~distance of 3 inches. It is well to
remember that the ourve and beam plot recordad in this procedure are not valid
if tha transducer ia subsequently used with aW test inatmment other than the
one used in this procedure. A complate analyeia of transducer characteristic
canmot be accomplished with the commercial ultrasonic teeting equipment uaad
in this procedure. TO eneure maximum accuracy, the traxmducer may be
calibrated with special equipment. In the procedure that follows, the
apparatus used for checkin8 the transducer ie the came as that prescribed in
the previous paragraphs for calibrating the instrument with reference blocks.
The manipulator i9 Bet to allow a range in water distance of O to at laaet 6
inches from the face of the transducer to the ball surface.

6.5-1o
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a. Adjust the instrument gain control until the pip height is 50% of the
maximum obtainable on the oscilloscope screen with the transducer positioned
at a water distance of 3 ~ 1/32 inch from the face of the transducer to the
top surfece of the ball. Exercise care in producing a true maximum indication
by Iocating the transducer beam center on the center of the ball. Record this
point of standardization.

b. After standatiizing the instrument, set the water distance at 1/4 inch.
Again, exercise care in using the manipulator to locate the transducer beam
center on tha center of the bell. Record the maximum indication. Do not
readjust the instrument gain control in this or succeeding steps of the
procedure.

c. Vary the water distance in l/8-inch increment through B raoge of l/4 to 6
inches. Record the maximum indication for each increment of water diBtanCe,
using care each time the transducer is moved back that the beam center remain9
centered on the ball.

d. As shown in Figure 6.5(8), plot the recorded indications (corrected for
any non-linearity) on a graph to demonstrate the axial distance/amplitude
responee of the transducer and particular test instrument ueed in the test.

e. Determine the transducer beam pattern by relocating the manipulator to
obtain a 3 J l/32-inch water distance from the l/2-inch diameter steel ball to
the face of the transducer. While scanning laterally, 3/8-inch total travel,
the height of the indication from the ball ie obeerved while the transducer
passes over the ball. Three distinct lobeg or maximume are obgerved. Tha
awatry Of the bem ia checked by mnki~ four SC-; displacing each ecan by
rotating the transducer in ite mounting 45 degrees. The magnitude of the side
lobes should not vary more than 10% about the entire perimetar of the
ultrasonic beam. An acceptable transducer will produce a symmetrical bean
profile which has aide lobes with magnitudes no less than 20%, nor more than
30%, of the magnitude of the center lobe. The becm pattern or plot of an
acceptable transducer is shown in Figure 6.5(9).
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WATEFI DISTAMCd. INCWS

Fisu?e 6.5(8). Transducer axial dietanee/a mplitude chsraeteristice..

1 CNYSTAL CENTER UNE

! ICRITICAL POINTI

OUMTE IMM6RSION TRANtOUCEJI -
3JS-INCN OIAM=EII, WITH OPERA.
TIONAL FREOUEMCY W $SMHZ.

rmcnm. t12.INm m#En STEEL
BALL AT A WATER OMTANCE OF
3 i 1/32 INCN.

WOE LOBE MAONITUOE SHOULO 8E
= - S0%OF CENTER LOBE.

NW tm 3N6 tn sne 3m

IINCN) TRAVE17SEACN05
FACE OF CRYSTAL

Figure 6.5(9) . Transducer beam pattern.
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6.6 APPLICATIONS

Ultrasonic examination is used in a wide range of application. The principal

one is the detection of internal flaws in meet engineeringmetals and alloya.
Bonds produced by welding, brazing, eolderin6 and edheeive b0ndin6 can be
ultrasonicallyinspected.

The flaws to be detected include voide, cracks, inclusions, pipe, laminations,
burete end flekes. They may be inherent in the naw material, may reeult from
fabrication and heat treatment, or may occur in service from fetigue,
corroeion or other caueae.

U~tr~eOfiC~ Cm ,3~90 be uged to measure thickness of metal sections.
Structural material from e few thousandths of an inch to several feet in
thiclmees can be meaeured to accuracies better than 1%.

Speciel ultraeonia techniques and equipment have been used on such diverse
problems an the’rate of growth of fatigue cracks, detection of bore hole
eccentricity,❑easurement of elaetic moduli, study of prees fits,
determination of nadularity in caat iron, and mete.llurgicalresearch on
phenomeoa such ae stmcture, hardening, and inclusion count in variou~ metals.

Ultraeonlc examinetion can be uBed to detect both lerga and small
discontinuitieslocated either at the surface or deep within the part. The
part can be made of a ferrous or nonferrous metal or of a nonmetal. Testing
can be done by manual scanning or can be fully automated, with either visual
interpretationor permanent recording of results. Ultrasonic examination can
k performed on either flat or curved surfacee, and can be performed when only
one eurface of a part ia accaseible, even when the area to be inspected is
remote from the accessible surface.

The only limitations in ite applications for materials are usually foam9,
where high poroeity axieta, or for materials where high damping exists
(certain corks, rubbers, etc. ). Geometric limitations exist in terms of part
deai&na, orientations, surface finishes, etc.
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6.7 SPECIFIC GUIDELINES

ultrasonic testing, as all NIIT methods, requires wiee applications with full
knowledge of the limitations involved. The following guidelines can be of
value only ae they can be intelligently applied to each individual problem.

6,7.1 GUIDELINE FOR DESIGNERS

Designers should kn~w the follawing: choosing the proper .ep.xcificationefor
NDT ie important, but most epecificationesuch ae MIL-I-6870 and MIL-STD-2154
are general and do not provide the details required to actually perform an
inspection, Some designere believe that with the choice of a specification,
everything else i9 autamatic. Clone communication muet be established with
QA and materiale and testing engineer9 to eneure that the details and
decisions required after a general specification is cho.cen will acczmplieh the
original intent of the design. In ultraeonice, the cogt of calibrating and
standardizingnormally increasee aa the limit in the size of flaws ta be
det~cted ‘decreaeeo. If the minimum defect size approached the inspection beam
ai~e, and especially if it approaches wavelength -size,extensive ciirrelationn
may be required before the ultrasonic teeting can be effectl.ve. Therefore,
whan tight specifications are required, the de8ifIDengineer must became aware
of these coete and give guidance to poaaible trede-offe. Ideally, changes in
deeign that reduce inspection conta should be aiadaearly. This cannot accur
unlees the designer has personally taken the interest necessary to understand
theee choices.

Tha daeigner should read eection 6.4.4 on reference atandarde and section
6.4.5 on interpretation of indication whare it ia pointad out that atandard9
and celibrationa are valid only to the degree that the atandarda match the
alloy, shape, and acouatic property of the specimen. When designere are able
to place one or more artificial reflector in their design to represent
critical flaw aizee, then the NDT inspection has a standard that is exactly
the same alloy, shape, and acoustic property, sinca it ia the part itself that
ia baing used. This approach saves much calibration time and increaaes the
reliability ~f the inepectian. Designers, if they consider these ~saihilities
early in tha design phase, can aften accomplish this at far less cost than
that required to inspect without them.

6.7’.2 GUIDELINE FOR PRODUCTION ENCINESRS

Ultrasonic Inspection 19 expansively used by production engineers, to inspect
raw materials before they are processed, to inspect parta during their
fabrication,and to actually control come af their machine aparationa.
Coordination of the inspection of the parts during their fahricaticma are
usually made with QA. In come larga operations, all materiala are originally
brought and inepocted at a standard quality level, Th~n portions of that
material may later be needed where a higher quality level may be required.
Reinspection is then performed to “upgrade” the material for this new use.
This effort of inspecting quality “into” a part is rarely .succaaafuland
should be brought to a designer’s attention when this occurs.
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6.7.3 GUIDELINES FOR QA PERSONNEL

Ultrasonic, especially uhere C-scans are produced with a direct “black and
white” readout, can often be asmmed to be real. That is, images eeen on the
scan (indications) are often asaumed to be the images of the flaws or of
variables in the material. The imagea formed by ultrasonics, especially for
small dimensional shapes, are very non-linear and thue indication images
cannot be used as flaw images except through proper calibration and the
interpretations that it can provide.

ilanytimes, QA must work with both NOT rasearch engineers and NDT prediction
engineere. They need to und8r9tand that basic difference can exist between
theee discipline. The preduction engineers are paid to run efficient
inspection, and this requires maximum inspection rates that juet barely allow
detection of tha smellest unacceptable flavg. This approach and.orientation
rarely provide maximum inspection information. At the came tiqe, one in a
research anvironmant, trained to m’aximizethe inspection information, should
not routinely be used by QA to determine acceptable production retes. A need
often exists for input from both, and a clear understanding of their
difference in background ehould be recognized and appreciated.

6.7.4 GUIDELINES FOR NDT ENGINEERS

In ultrasonics, the NDT Engineer has a duty to explein and instruct those
interested in the results, of the Limitation and interpretations of the
results. Where a pulse-echo method is employed, as an example, the equipment
sends out a wave pulse and listana for an echo. When an echo is received, the
machine does not know why an echo ia received, The machine cannot know what
caused the echo to be returned. Only the operator, with his knowledge of the
situation, his knowledge of the part being inspected, and his 8bility to weigh
various possibilities, is in a position to make an immediate interpretation..
Bacause of multiple reflections, 9tanding wavee, interference patterns,
nesr-field effect9, and a multitude of non-Linear interactions that can occur
in ultrasonic, proper interpretations are critical. The NDT Engineer has the
greatest responsibility in seeing that these interprete.tion9 are correct and
are properly used.

6.7.5 GUIDELIN&S FOR NDT TECHNICIANS

Technicians must 9tey alert to chamgas in their equipment. In ultraaonics,
tha equipment is complicated, both electronicallyand mechanically. The final
results are bseed upon a neriee of interdependent operations, and therefore
the results ara almost always baing affacted in soma @mall dagree first in one
direction and then anothar. Transducer can age. What was a good transducer
yasterday may not be a good one today. Noting small differences is often
important. In ultrasonics, whera immersion test methods are conductad, the
prea.smce of air bubbles will be one of the biggest problems. There ie ❑uch
air in water ( that ie why fish can live in wster) and the amount of air in the
water depends upon it9 temperature. Air bubblee can sppear even though care
i9 ueed to originally place a part in water without any air “bubblesattached.
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Air bubbles can actually grow, collecting air from the weter itself. This
especially occurs if fresh water has just come from a cold, high pressure
source, or the part ie wanner than the water, or the average temperature of
tha water ie increasing. Theee problems alao depend upon the interracial
energy relat?onahip between the water and the material and whether there are
“nucleation” aitea upon which the bubbles can grew. Therefore, come parts may
never have these problems, and othere will always have these problama. They
are common enough, though, that they should alwaya be watched for and care
exercised that they do not produce false indication. Properly designed
standerde will reveal many of the ultrasonic test problems that can occur
during production Inspection.
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6.8 SAYETY

Standard laboratory safety procedure for the handling of electrical equipment
are applicable to almost all ultrasonic eyeteme. The traneducera ere often in
circuite that uae 300 to 1000 volte. Proper grounding and inauletion ehould
always be employed. Uhere automatic seaming devicee are employed, great cara
must be exercised to protect personnel from ❑oving belts or drive8 and of
being cau8ht between moving psrta. There should aleo be eafety switches end
poeition limit switches to ensure that movi.mgmachinery does not go beyond
certain safe limits. In large operations or the inspection of lerge parts,
safety in the handling of the inspected parts cannot be overlooked. Many
times large hOiBtS or cranea are involved, and methods of piecing and
adjusting heavy parts must be checked and approved. Large amounts of water,
and verioue additives, are sometimes involved in ultrasonic testing. The
unexpected releaee of these liquids, due to a rupture of the water tank (by
accident or otherwise), might be a eafaty aonmtderation. A fungicide ehall be
added to an immersion bath to protect the health of the operator.
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6.9 GLOSSARY

ANPLITUDE The vertical pulse height of a received ultrasonic signal, usually
base to peak, when indicated by an A-scnn presentation.

ANGLE SEAM A wave train introduced into a test object so that the ultrasonic
beam axis centerline io at an angle, other than O degrees, to the normal to
the entry plane of the test object.

ANGLE OF INCIDENCE The .snglethat the axia of an ultrasonic beam mekes with
the normal to a surface at the point of “incidence.

ANGLE OF REFLEC’TION The angle th~t the axis of a reflected UItrasonic be=m
makes with the normal to a reflecting surface at the point of incidence.

ANGLE OF REFRACTION The angle between the axis of a refracted beam and the
line normal to the boundary between two media with different speed of sound.

AREA-AMPLITUDERNSPONSE CURVE A curve 9howing the changee in the anplitude of
ultrasonic response to reflectors of different areas located at equal
distances from the search unit in an ultrasonic-conducti~ medium.

A-SCAN A method of data presentation utilizing a horizontal base line that
Indicates distance, or time, and a vertical deflection from the base line
which indicatea ultrasonic amplitude.

ATi’EhWATION The 108s of ultrasonic energy within a medium due
end absorption.

ATTSNUA’TIONCOEFFICIENT Factor that describes the decrease in
amplitude with distance in a given medium. Normally expreeeed
unit length.

to scattering

ultrasound
in decibels per

ATTENUATOR A device for altering the amplitude of an ultrasonic signal in
known increments, usually decibels.

SACK REFLECTION Indication of the ultruemnic echo from the far boundary of
the material undar teat.

RASELINE The dietance/tine axis In an A-scan display.

BEAN AXIS The acoustic centerline of an ultrasonic eeerch unit’8 beem pattern
aa deecribed by the locus of points of ❑aximum sound preseure in the far
field, antiit9 extension into the near field.

1 REAM SPRSAD A diVer&nCe of the ultrasonic wave train aa it travelo through a
medium.

I ROTTOM ECHO See IlackReflection.
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B-SCM PRESENTATION A method of data presentation in which the travel time of
an ultrasonic pulse is represented as a displacement along one axis, and proba
movement (generally rectilinear) is represented as a displacement along the
other axis, In the dieplay, reflected pulses are shown in contract to the
bnc!cground.

BUBBLER A device u~ing a liquid etream to couple an ultrasonic beam to the
teat piece.

cOMFIWSSICJNALWAVE See Longitudinal Wave.

CONTACT TESTING A method of testing in which the trenaducer contact9 the teflt
surface, usuelly through a thin leyer of.complaint.

CORNER EFFECT ‘Thereflection of a eound beam in a direction parallel to an
incident berm directed normal to the intersection of two perpendicular
planea.

COUPLANT A euhstance used between the search unit and test surface t. permit
or improve transmission of ultrasonic energy.

CRITICAL ANCLE The incident angle of the sound beam beyond which a specific
refracted or reflected mode of vibration no longer exists.

CRYSTAL See Element, Piezoelectric.

C-SCAN A method of data presentation yielding a plan view of the test object
and the diacontinuitiaa therein,

DAMPING Limiting the duration of vibration in an ultrasonic 9earch unit by
either electrical or mechanical maans.

DEAD ZONE Corresponds to the distance in the material from the surface of the
test object to the neareat inepectable depth. It ia determined by the
characteristics of the material, ultrasonic teat instrument and 8earch unit.

DECIBEL (dIi) Twenty times the logarithmic expreaaion of the ratio of two
cmplltudea. dB = 20 log~o (cmplitude ratio).

DEFECT A discontinuity or group of disconinuities which produce indications
that do not meet a 9pocified acceptance criteria.

DELAYED SWEEP A horisonbal weep whose ❑tart is delayed in order to prevent
the appearance of unwanted e.srlyresponse informstion on the screen.

DGS-DISTANCE GAIN SIZE Distacca amplitude curvee permitting prediction of
reflector size compared to the responee from a back eurface reflection.

DISCONTINUITY A detectable interruption in”the material which may or may not
have undesirable comotations.
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DISTANCE AMPLITUDE CORRECTION (DAC) (Swept Cein, Time corrected gain, time
varieble gain, etc.) Electronic charge of amplification to provide equal
amplitude frOm equal reflectors at different digtan~e~.
DISTANCE-AMPLITUDECURVE A curve relating ultrasonic echo amplitudes from
equel reflectors at different distencee in the material.

DIVSRCENCE See.Beam Spread.

DUAL SEARCH UNIT (THIN PROBE) A search unit containing two elements, ona a
transmitter, the other a receiver.

DYNAMIC RANGE Tha ratio of maximum to minimum reflective areas that can be
&ietinguishad on the display at a constant gain setting.

ECHO Indication of reflected energy.

ELEMENT, PIEZOELECTRIC Portion of a single crystal or Pelycryetalline
sintered caremic having piezoelectric propertied, ueed for the generation
and/or detection of ultrasonic ener&y.

EQUIVALENT FLAT BOTTOM HOLE The flat bottomed hole reflector.in a similar
material nnd geometry with a diameter that produces the eanm ultrasonic echo
~plitude as the reflector under evaluation.

FALSE INDICATION In nondestructive inspection,en indication that meY be
interpreted erroneously .caa discontinuity or defect: a non-ralevant
indication, e.g., artifacts.

FAR FIELD Tha zone of tha ultrasonic beam of a non-fncused search unit that
extenda beyond approximately D2/4a (where D is the diameter of the
tranaducar and 3 ie the wavelength). In this zone the amplitude of the
ultrasonic waves decrease steadily with distance.

FLAW An irregularity in the material which la generally undesirable, but may
or may not be smvare anou6h to immediatelyrender the part unfit for intended
use.

FOCUSED BEAM Converging anergy of the sound beam at a apecified dietance.

FREQUENCY.(ACOUSTIC) The number of oscillations per ~econd experienced by a
particle or paint in a medium cauaad by the paasage of an acouatic wave
through it.

FRBQUSNCY (CENTER) See Frequency (Dominant).

PREQUENCX (DOMINANT) That frequency at which the overall reeponse of an
ultrasonic pulse-echo flaw detection system ia a meximum. NOTE: the ‘ayatem’
includeo the puleer, the transducer as a tranernittingelement, the pulse
propagation path, the trmsducer as a receiving element, and electronic
instrumentationaaeociated with receiving, amplifying and displaying a
receivad signal.

6.9-3
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FRZOURNCY (MA141NATIoN) The nominal.frequency at
perf0nned.

which the examination is

FREOUENCY (FUNDAMENTAL RESONANCE) The lowest acouetic frequency which will
cauee a condition of resonance to be established in a given material of given
thickness. NOTE: This frequency will be such that the wavelength in the
given m.ete~ielis equ=l to twice the given thickne.m,

FREQUENCY (PULSE REPETITION) The number of times per second en
electroacou9tic transducer io excited to produce a pu18e of acouatic energy.

PREShWL FIELD (FRESNEL ZONE) See Near Field.

GATE A selected trensit time range from which signa18 may be monitored or
extracted for fl.xrtherproceeding.

GATE THRESHOLD
exceede the eet
i9 activated.

CHOST ECHO See

CRASS See Haeh

An adjustable level such that while any echo within the gate
level, an on/off signal (e.g., to a light or a recording pen)

Wrap Around.

GRAZINC INCIDSNCE Immersion inspection with the beam directed at .sglancing
angle to the test surface.

HASH Numerous small indications along the baseline of the display indicEiive
of background noise sometimes c.aueedby many small ir~.omogeneitiesin the
material.

HOLOGRAPHY (ACOUSTIC) An inspection eystem using the phaee interference
between ultrasonic waves from an object and a reference eignal to obtain an
iraageof reflectors in the object under test.

IN14ERSIONTISTING An examination method where tha transducer and the msterial
are submerged at least 10CS11Y in a fluid, usuelly water.

INPEDANCE (ACOUSTIC) The product of density and sound velocity. The property
which detenainea acoue tic tranamieaion/reflection characteristica at a
boundery between two media.

INCICATICIN In nondestructive evaluation, evidence of a discontinuity that
requiree Int.srpretationto tietemr.ineita significance.

INITIAL PULSE (MAIN BANG) Re9ponse of the ultrasonic ay9tem display to the
tranami tted pulse.

INTERFACE ‘l’heboundav between two materials,

IRRELEVANT INDICATION An indication resultiri from ao=ething other than a
discontinuity of interest.

6.9-4
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LAMB HAVE A type of wave that propagates within the thickness of a plate, and
that can only be generated at particular valuea of angle of incidence,
frequency, and plate thickness. The valocity of the wave is dependent on the
mode of propagation and the product of plate thickness and frequency.

LINNUITY (AMPLITUDE) The characteristic of an ultrasonic testing system
indicating its ability to display amplitudes proportional to amplitudes of
U1traaonic wave9 coming back frotaa reflector.

LINEARITY (DISTANCE) The characteristicof an ultrasonic testing 9ystem
indicating its ability to display signa19 at spacings proportional to the
sound patn distance between corresponding reflectors.

LONGITUDINALHAVE These waves in which the particle motion of the material is
in the same direction ae the wave propagation.

LOSS OF BACK REELECTION Absence of or a significant reduction of an ultrasonic
indication from the back surface of the article being inspected.

K4TERIAL RNVELOPE The portion of material at the surface of a test piece
which will later be removed to produce the finished part.

MODE The manner in which acoustic energy ie propagated through a material as
characterized by the particle motion of the ultrasonic wave.

MODE CONV~SION The proce.asby which a wave of a given mode of propagation
ganeratea waves of other ❑odes of propagation by reflection or refraction.

MULTIPLE BACK REFLECTIONS Succaseive echOes frOm the far ~undsw Of the
naterial being examined.

NNAilFIELD The zone directly in front of an ultrasonic trnnaducer extending
to a distance of approximately #/4A (where D is tha diameter of the
transducer andA is the wavelength). In this zone components of the
ultrasonic wave from different portions of the transducer interfere to produce
pressure maxima and minima.

NOISE Unwanted disturb8.nce9from equipment or the material under test
superposed upon the received ultrasonic signal.

NORNAL INCIDENCE Condition in which the transducer beam is perpendicular to
the test surface.

PAINTBRUSH TRANSDUCER A reetanglar transducer ueually couatructed with a
number of piezoelectric elements which has a wide beam to sweep out large
areaa.

PENETRATION The maximum depth in a material from which useful ultrasonic back
reflections could be obtainad.

PIEZOELECTRIC EFFECT The characteristicof certain materials to generate
electrical charges when eubjected to mechanical vibration,
generate fiechaaicalvibration9 when subjected to electrical

6.9-5
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PLATE YAW See Lamb Wave.

PROBE See Traneduoer or search unit.

PULSE A short wave train.

PULSE ECHO METHOD An ultrasonic inspection method in which the presenoe and
position of a reflector are indicated by the reflected pulse anplitude and
time.

PULSE LENGTH A measure of the duration of a wave train, expressed in time or
number of cycles.

PULSE RATE See Frequency

RF [RADIO FREQUENCY) DISPLAY A dieplay showing unrectified ultrasonic sienals.

RNGE The ultrasonic path length that la displayed.

RAYLEIGH HAVE An ultrasonic surface wave in which the particle motion is
elliptical and the effective penetration ia approximately a wave length. The
waves follow the curvature of the part end reflection.voccur only at sudden
changee in the surface.

REFERENCE BLOCK A specimen with geometry and material designed to produce
ultrasonic reflection of known characteristics for purposes of comparison.

REFLECTION See Echo.

REFLECTOR An interface at which a ultrasonic beam ehcountera
acoustic impedanca, and reflecta at least part of the energy.

I

RSFWCTION The chnnge in directfon of the ultrasonic beam as

a change in

it paeees
obliquely from one medium tn smother, with a different anund wave-velncity.

REJECT (SUPPRESSION) A electronic control which minim.imesor eli.m.inatealaw
amplitude signals (or noise) but may cauee display non-linearity.

RESOLUTION The ability of ultrasonic equipment to give simultaneous, eeperate
indication from diacontinuitiee having nearly the eeme range end/or letaral
position with respect to the beam axle.

RESONANCE METHOD A technique in which continuous ultrasonic wevee are varied
in frequency to discriminate some property of the part, such as thickness
etiffnesa, or bnnd intagrity. “ - -

SATURATION Condition cbserved on the display zeaulting from a signal of suck
a msgnitude th~t an increaee in the signal produces no obfmrveble increase in
the display amplitude.

SCANNING Relative movement of the
interrogate a volume of material.

transducerand the teet piaca in order to

6.9-6
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SCATTERING The perturbation of a ultrasonic beam
propagation path.

by emall reflectors in tbe

SCANNING INDEX The distance the transduceris moved perpendicular to the
traveree direction after one transfereeof the part.

SE PROBE See Dual Search Unit.

SEARCH UNIT OR TRANSDUCER An electro-acoustic device used to transmit and/or
receive ultrasonic energy in order to interrogatea opecimen. The device
frequently consiste of piezoelectric element(s), backing material, case,
connector and a front protective covering or lene or wedge.
SZRSITIVI’1’YA measure of the ability of’an ultrasonic system to detect small
discontinuitle9.

SNNAR WAVB Nave motion in which the particle motion is perpendicular to the
direction of ultr.seonicpropagation.

SHEAR HAVZ TRANSIJJCSR(Y CUT QUARTZ SEARCH UNIT) A transducer used for
generating and detecting normal incidence shear wavee.

SIGNAL-TO-NOISEPATIO The ratio of the amplitude of an ultraaonlc Indication
to the amplitude of the background noise.

SKIP DISTANCE In angle beam testing, the distance along the teet eurfece from
the eound entry point to the point at which the sound returns to the same
surface, heving been reflected from the far surface of the test Object.

STRAICHT BEAN See Normal Incidence.

SURFACE WAVS See Rayleigh Ueve.

SUBPT GAIN See DAC.

‘iwROiiCH TRANSMISSION METHOD A meihO~
detected by monitoring the ultrasonic

in which reflectors in an object are
energy incident on a receiving

transducer after the energy hag propagated through the object fr?m a
trencunittingtreneduoer.

TRANSDUCER OR SEARCH UNIT An electro-acousticdevice ueed to transmit and/or
receive ultrasonic energy in order to interrogate a .epeciraen.The device
frequently coneiste of piesoelectric element(s), backing ❑aterial, caoe,
connector and a frent protective coverin& or lens or wedgh.

TRANSFER MSCHANIS14 A procedure to account for differences in ultrasonic
raaponse due to differences in surface texture, curvature, attenuation, etc.,
between a reference block and the test object.

TRANSVERSE WAVN See Shear Wave.

ULTRASONIC Pertaining to mechanical vibration having a frequency greater
than approximately 20,000 Hz.

1 6.9-7
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ULTRASONIC SPECTROSCOPY Analysis of the frequency content of an ultr.s~onic
wave.

VEE PATH The angle-beam pe.thin material startinu at the transducer
examination surface, through the material to the back surface, continuing to
the examination gurface in front of the eearch unit, and reflection back along
the same path to the transducer if a discontinuity IS encountered. Tiiepath
is uaual~; shaped like the lettar “V”.

VERTICAL LIMIT The maximum readable level of vertical indications determined
either by an electrical or a physical limit of an A-scan presentation.

vIDEO PRESENTATION Display nf the rectified and usually filtered rf
uliraaonic eignnl.

WATER P.4TH(WATER TRAVEL) The distence from the transducer to the test
9urface in immer9i0n or water column testing.

WAVE FRONT A continuous surface drawn through the most forward points in a
wave disturbance which have the same phase.

h’AvE11.TERFERENCE A eeriee of pressure minime and maxima raaulting from the
supeipoaitnn of wave9.
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